LANDSCAPING
PORTFOLIO
INSPIRING OUTDOOR SPACES

TOTALLY TALASEY
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portfolio of the finest landscaping products
and solutions.
Let your imagination wander about the possibilities and allow

PIRANHA® - Page 122

NATURAL PAVING® - Page 46

The very best composite decking,
fencing and cladding from across
the world.

A comprehensive collection of the very
best ethically sourced natural stone
landscaping materials from across the
world, that each follow a careful journey
from quarry to your garden.

Talasey to bring your garden and outdoor living dreams to life.
Whether you are looking for a total front to back transformation
or simply accent lighting, we offer a ‘one-stop shop’, regardless

VITRIPIAZZA® - Page 10

of your desired style, project size or budget.

An extensive range of vitrified
porcelain paving, tiles and cladding
with Italian inspired design.

As a brand you can trust, the Talasey offer brings you more

INTRODUCTION TO TALASEY

Talasey are proud to bring you their extensive

than just product solutions but also a network of supply chain
partners. Our Talasey Team offer dedicated knowledgeable
support, which further extends through our Designer &
Installer Network.

DELLAORA® - Page 142

OUR MISSION
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High-quality artificial grass with
a complementary selection of
installation and cleaning accessories.

PAVETUF® - Page 102
A range of products designed to
enable the construction, installation,
protection and maintenance of your
hard landscaping materials.

BAKSTEEN® - Page 98

RESISCAPE® - Page 132

Dutch cosmopolitan clay pavers
in an array of warm earthy tones.

A resin bound aggregate system
with a complementary choice of
installation accessories.

Talasey, inspiring outdoor spaces for over 15 years.

www.talasey.co.uk

Through our people we strive to enrich the
lives of others by providing landscaping
products and solutions via a network of
dedicated service providers.

LUXIGRAZE® - Page 114

A variety of easy to install garden
lighting options for a beautiful effect
and ambience.

TRUST IN TALASEY
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CHOICE

ETHICS

landscaping solutions and we are constantly

Some products are manufactured in the UK,
whilst others are sourced from around the
world to offer the ultimate in choice.

We invest wholeheartedly in our supply
chain and the people that work in it and
are proactive, innovative members of the
Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and Ethical
Stone Register.

investing in our people and our technology
to ensure that we deliver first-class customer
experiences.
You can rest assured that our products have been fully tested
and are compliant to the latest regulations and that our ethical
supply chain is fully audited and market leading.

SERVICE
We provide an exceptional customer
experience and service which has been
recognised and rewarded by the industry.

PROFESSIONALISM
We have a team of highly experienced
sales and technical staff who are available to
provide advice and guidance on our products.

CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

We also offer a seven-day contact service.

In addition to ethical supply chain
relationships, we believe in supporting the
people that work in our community and as
such, are national partners of the Band of
Builders charity and proud supporters of the
UK World Skills Landscape Gardening Team.
For more information please refer to page 7.

AT YOUR SERVICE
Here are just a few reasons why Homeowners,
Landscaping Professionals, Landscape Centres
and Builders Merchants can rely on us as a
true ‘one-stop shop’ to provide your hard
landscaping solutions from the entrance of your
driveway, through to your rear garden fence.

SAFETY
Talasey are committed to safety and the
well-being of everyone in our business and
our supply chain.

FSC® CERTIFICATION
We are passionate about the responsible
sourcing of our raw materials, as demonstrated
by our FSC® certification. All of Talasey’s
composite decking, fencing and cladding in our
Piranha® range is 100% FSC Certified.

We are certified in line with ISO 14001
Environmental Management to help support
our drive towards making our business more
sustainable and reducing our impact on the
environment. We have also invested heavily
in our supply chain in India, for our Natural
Paving part of the business, to support
reducing their impact on their environment.

The Customer Experience Team
can also deal with any sample
requests, or why not simply use
our online service. Please go
to the relevant brand website
shown on the right-hand edge of
each product information page.

Our Customer
Experience Team can
be contacted on:
T: 0330 333 8030
E: sales@talasey.co.uk
Talasey House, Belton Road
Sandtoft, Doncaster
DN8 5SX

Talasey supports its UK network of
professional builders merchants and
stockists by only selling our products
through them. Simply contact our
Customer Experience Team for more
details on your local suppliers.
Our Customer Experience Team are also
on-hand to advise and support you with
any questions regarding our products
and services. The team can also point
you towards your local members of our
Talasey Designer & Installer Network.

IMPORTANT GUIDANCE
Please look out for our QR codes throughout our Landscaping
Portfolio to take you to further product options, technical detail,
more information and images, on the appropriate website.
Please refer to our General Product Information and Guidance on
page 146 for more important information.
We also have Understanding and Installing Guides for all our
product ranges to help you with your product choice pre-purchase,
during install and after-care. These can be found in our Knowledge
Hub on our website.

www.talasey.co.uk
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High-quality products that comply with the
latest industry regulations and supported by
our own exacting in-house specifications.

SAMPLE SERVICE

INDUSTRY ADVOCATES
We are active members of the UK’s key
trade associations and proactively support
our industry.

QUALITY

PURCHASING OUR
PRODUCTS

INTRODUCTION TO TALASEY

Talasey works tirelessly to offer premium

TEAM TALASEY
knowledge and experience of our people, the
support of our merchants and stockists, the
imagination and creativity of our Designer
& Installer Network and the quality of our
supply chain partners.
This is further supported by our empathetic corporate social
principles driven through our activities with our supply chain
and community. Since 2004, these assets have been central to
building Talasey and they will continue to shape us for years

The Talasey Team are a large network of individuals, dedicated to delivering
outstanding support to our customers. From our Customer Experience Team,
Regional Sales Managers, Landscaping Consultants, to our Designer & Installer
Network and beyond, we are fortunate to have a loyal support network behind us.

Each person is on hand to guide you through the Talasey Landscaping Portfolio and
assist with any queries that you may have.

JOIN OUR DESIGNER & INSTALLER NETWORK

The National Partner for
Landscaping Materials

Our Talasey Designer & Installer Network is a select group of members we have
partnered with to deliver high-quality design and installation of our Talasey range.
As a member, we will work closely with these professionals and their preferred
merchant and provide marketing and lead generation support to help them achieve
their business goals.

www.bandofbuilders.org

Our aim is to build a relationship with each member through a series of exclusive
benefits and the support of a dedicated Landscape Consultant.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:
• Marketing support

• Annual Talasey installation event

• Welcome pack including workwear,
stickers and membership certificate

• Invites to regional new product launch

• Monthly project of the month awards
• Lead generation

• Insights into manufacturing
and processing

• Exclusive members only sample kit

• And much more…

If you are interested in joining the Talasey Designer & Installer Network or would like
further information then please visit www.talasey.co.uk.

Proud Supporters

www.worldskillsuk.org

For the third season running, we are
pleased to be the official sponsors
of the UK WorldSkills Landscape
Gardening Team. Providing the
squad with training support,
materials and facilities, we are
hoping to see them flourish in the
2022 WorldSkills finals in Shanghai,
following the success of the
2019 UK team, who came 4th out of
26 competing countries in Russia.

www.talasey.co.uk

Visit our website
to learn more
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• Members only Facebook group

to come.
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We are proud to be official
supporters of the Band of Builders
charity. Band of Builders is a
fantastic charity of volunteer
tradespeople that help members
of the UK construction industry
and their families who are faced
with life’s most challenging
circumstances.

INTRODUCTION TO TALASEY

Team Talasey is founded upon the

BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY WITH THE TALASEY TEAM

TRANSFORM W I T H TALASEY
totally trusted team. At our purpose-built
distribution centre in Doncaster, we are able

The Made to Order Service allows

EDGINGS

To truly personalise your paving we can etch and
engrave any pieces to your own design!

We can edge process and bespoke cut individual
pieces of paving in any of our colour options,
to complement your project. There are a wide
variety of new options available!

us to offer our customers those little

to provide a full menu of bespoke services to

extra details for that higher-end

transform a standard product into a unique

quick which helps speed up the

landscaping solution.

ETCHING

finish. Turnaround time is extremely
installation and the factory finish is
of an outstanding quality.
Lee Pickwell, Pickwell Paving

HOLE CUTTING
We offer a comprehensive range of Dellaora
plug and play lighting products and we can cut
bespoke holes into individual pieces of paving
and decking to accommodate these or other
outdoor lighting products.

BULLNOSE AND DRIP

9
INTRODUCTION TO TALASEY

Going that extra mile is second nature to our

MENU OF BESPOKE MANUFACTURING & SPECIFICATIONS

PENCIL ROUND

PREFORMED STEPS

OUR MADE TO
ORDER SERVICE
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STONE SPECIFICATIONS
We can tailor natural stone to any size format,
thickness and surface finish to meet the needs of
bespoke project requirements.

ACCESSORY PRODUCTS
A range of accessory products including step,
swimming pool and wall copings.

HALF BULLNOSE

CHAMFERED

SPLAY

SHARKNOSE

www.talasey.co.uk

If you would like further information about the
Made to Order Service and/or have any bespoke
special-order requirements, please contact our
Customer Experience Team on 0330 333 8030.
Terms and Conditions apply - please visit
www.talasey.co.uk/terms-conditions

For preformed steps to match porcelain paved areas,
we can cut and bullnose your step treads and also
provide a riser to fit the size of your step to batch
match your whole project.

Vitripiazza® is high-quality, vitrified porcelain paving with solutions for external
patios and driveways, internal tiles and wall cladding. Vitripiazza has something
to suit all budgets as it offers 90 different colours across 28 beautiful ranges,
with a wide selection of accessories to create the perfect finishing touches.

BY TALASEY
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WHY CHOOSE VITRIPIAZZA?
Strong & Hard Wearing

Natural Beauty

Resistant to salt and acid.
Higher resistance to algae and mould.
Low water absorbtion.
Frost resistant.

HARD WEARING

Each porcelain flagstone offers a
varied colour blend, with numerous
pattern connotations to reflect
natural landscaping materials.

20mm

Slip Resistance
All external Vitripiazza products
are classified as low slip potential.

ITALIAN INSPIRED LUXURY

10mm

Vitrified Porcelain

Higher Stain Resistance
The low porosity of Vitripiazza means that spills
and general soiling are less likely to soak into
the flag, making them easier to clean and highly
resistant to staining.

Bring The Outside In

All our ranges are vitrified porcelain. Quality is assured from
Talasey with specifications to suit all styles and budgets. Our
helpful key below helps you understand the different specifications.

In addition to 18mm - 30mm thick flagstones, designed for external use, some
of the Vitripiazza ranges have a matching 10mm thick tile, for internal use, to
enable a continuity of floor design from home to garden. Some ranges offer a
9.5mm thick tile that is suitable for both internal and external use.

Understanding our Vitripiazza products

Di Pietra
Terra
10

Scan the code for more information
This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.

NR

Non-Rectified: The flags are fired
and then batched into work sizes.
Individual batches are supplied as
one work size. Minimum 5mm joints
recommended.
Please check packaging for consistent batch
and work size information prior to opening
and allow for variable joint widths.

INT
ORDER

Matching Internal Options:
Available to order, please
allow 3-4 weeks lead time.

Available to Order:
Please allow 3-4
weeks lead time.

FB

Full-Bodied Construction: All of our
Italian ranges are full-bodied. The materials
in the body of the flag are carefully colour
matched to the flag surface print.

CB

Colour-Bodied Construction: For
those where both style and budget are
a consideration retaining the assurance
of excellent technical properties.

To help you further as you make your choice, or before you start with installation, we recommend you read our Vitripiazza Before You Start Guide on page 44.

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

R

Rectified: The edges are
machine cut after firing,
giving a consistent work
size with tight tolerances,
allowing for minimal joint
widths and crisp lines.

GIGANTICA

BY TALASEY

Gigantica is literally the titan of Vitripiazza,
offering homeowners two flag size options
on a mesmerisingly grand scale for sheer
boundlessness and opulence.
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FB

Share your projects
Thunder

Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
2400 x 1200mm

Each pack:
Covers: 10.50m2
Weighs: 688kg
Contains: 2 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 25.92m2
Weighs: 738kg
Contains: 9 no. pieces

NR

Cronus

Basaltina

SS

ORDER

Neroz

Thunder

R

Colours

Athos

ORDER

Ravana

Thunder

Thunder

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 20mm thick
3240 x 1620mm

SS

12

Colours

COLOSSO

BY TALASEY

Colosso is a chic and lavish large format
porcelain flagstone, for show stopping
paved areas.

15

FB

Athos

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 1200mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 28.80m2
Weighs: 1354kg
Contains: 20 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 25.20m2
Weighs: 1167kg
Contains: 35 no. pieces

SS

14

R

INT

ORDER

SS

R

Colours

Athos

Ravana

Cronus

Charis

Thea

ORDER

Ravana

Cronus

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Single Size Packs

HELANDO

METALLO

A large format porcelain based on the rich,
elegant Luserna stone that brings nature,
harmony and calm to your outdoor spaces.

Metallo is a high end and contemporary
urban range of porcelain giving a metallic
shine that is typical of metals with a
vintage aspect.

FB
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FB

Mink shown with Baksteen Chestnut to edge

Single Size Packs

Corten

Colours

Single Size Packs

Colour

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 1200mm

Each flag is: 9.5mm thick
750 x 375mm

Each pack:
Covers: 25.92m2
Weighs: 1250kg
Contains: 18 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 28.80m2
Weighs: 1354kg
Contains: 20 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 54.00m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 192 no. pieces

R

Bianco

Mink

SS

ORDER

Ice

Carbone

Ice

R

ORDER

Corten

SS
INT

Colours

Corten

Iron

R
ORDER

Aluminium

Aluminium

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 1200mm

SS
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BY TALASEY

DOLMEN

ROMANO

Create a seamless flow throughout your
indoor and outdoor living spaces with the
classical Dolmen options, our Porphyry
style range of porcelain.

Romano offers homeowners a cobble effect porcelain
option, to add a touch of romance and elegance to
outdoor paved areas. The Romano range comes in
a choice of four colours and two sizes, which can be
used as individual sizes or mixed together to
create a more random pattern.

FB

BY TALASEY
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FB

Thunder

Calcare

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 25.20m2
Weighs: 1167kg
Contains: 35 no. pieces

SS

R

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 9.5mm thick
750 x 375mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
300 x 200mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
200 x 200mm

Each pack:
Covers: 54.00m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 192 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 25.80m2
Weighs: 1158kg
Contains: 420 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 26.46m2
Weighs: 1215kg
Contains: 648 no. pieces

SS
INT

18

Colours

Silver Mist

Thunder

R
ORDER

SS
Rosso

Rosso

R

Note, these come in 60 boxes
per pallet and can be purchased
as a box. 7 pieces - box.

SS

Colours

Porphyry

Calcare

Ferro

Terracotta

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Single Size Packs

R

Note, these come in 54 boxes
per pallet and can be purchased
as a box. 12 pieces - box.

Ferro

AIX

DI PIETRA

Aix offers a superior porcelain flagstone
range designed specifically to reflect a
beautiful limestone effect finish.

With six colours to choose from, Di Pietra
presents one of the finest and most
contemporary ranges, inspired by nature
to give a slightly textured, random,
natural stone finish.

FB

BY TALASEY
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FB

Cendre

Colours

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 1200mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 28.80m2
Weighs: 1354kg
Contains: 20 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 19.44m2
Weighs: 873kg
Contains: 36 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 25.20m2
Weighs: 1167kg
Contains: 35 no. pieces

R

INT

Beige

Single Size Packs

Blanc

SS

ORDER

Cendre

Fumée

Fumée

Colours

Tempesta

Nuvola

Terra*

Cenere

Nero

Oro

R

*Please note this product is
brought in on order.

Oro

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Single Size Packs

SS

20

Cenere

NORDE

SOFIA

Norde is a striking collection of porcelain
flagstones, designed to reflect the strength
and richness of natural stone quartzite.

Sofia offers homeowners a sophisticated
and rich option, in an elegant deep blue
and marble vein effect ﬁnish.

BY TALASEY
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FB

FB

Magnesio Quartz

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 25.20m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 35 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 27.00m2
Weighs: 1260kg
Contains: 50 no. pieces

R

Magnesio Quartz

Oro Quartz

SS

ORDER

Platino Quartz

Piombo Quartz

Platino Quartz

NR

Colour

Stelle

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm

SS

22

Colours

FLINTANA

DELLACAVA

The Flintana range provides porcelain with a difference,
reflecting a textured flint-like option with an intricate
and detailed finish. Flintana products display unique
patterns and nodules which are distinctive and
eye-catching. Matching wall cladding
options are also available.

The Dellacava range offers warm colour
tones on a stunning and antiqued style
porcelain, that has been designed to reflect
the rustic charm of limestone.

BY TALASEY
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FB

FB

Perla shown with Natural Paving Carbon Black Cottagestone Walling

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
800 x 400mm

Each pack:
Covers: 27.00m2
Weighs: 1260kg
Contains: 50 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 15.36m2
Weighs: 699kg
Contains: 48 no. pieces

NR

Aria

SS

ORDER

Perla

Aria

NR

Colour

Garnet

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

SS
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Colours

ALBERO

STILE

The Albero range has been designed to create a
naturally weathered timber look, in a traditional
plank size format. With a flawless finish, for those
seeking the stunning aesthetics of natural wood
and the outstanding performance
properties of porcelain.

The Stile range offers a chic porcelain
option that is available in a choice of
three colours. This simple yet elegant
flagstone creates a minimalist feel for
contemporary designs.
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FB

FB

Deriva

Classe

Single Size Packs

Colours

Single Size Packs

Colour

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
600 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 25.92m2
Weighs: 1182kg
Contains: 54 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 25.20m2
Weighs: 1167kg
Contains: 35 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 21.60m2
Weighs: 1010kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

Porto

SS

NR
Deriva

Deriva

R

Classe

SS

Colours

Moda

Classe

R
Elegante

Classe

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 400mm

SS
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BY TALASEY

ANNO

BY TALASEY

The Anno range offers five beautiful
colours, each with a natural stone
appearance. Anno features attractive
shade variations, offering a unique and
distinct finish every time.

29

FB

Pantera

Single Size Packs

Grigio shown with Natural Paving Ebony Cobbles and Luxigraze 27 Super Luxury

Colours

Each flag is: 18mm thick
600 x 600mm

SS

28

Avorio

Grafite

Biscotto

Pantera

Grigio

R
Biscotto ft. Luxigraze 40 Luxury

Avorio

Grigio

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 938kg
Contains: 64 no. pieces

BELLEZZA

ALMARE

Bellezza is a lightly textured natural
stone effect porcelain, available in a
choice of three colours.

Almare provides a smooth flagstone,
characterised with a random shale and
fossil trace pattern.

BY TALASEY
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FB

FB

Lago shown with Luxigraze 30 Premium

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
600 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 1040kg
Contains: 64 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 1040kg
Contains: 64 no. pieces

Fino

Riva

R

SS

Lago

Riva

NR

Colour

Solmare

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 20mm thick
600 x 600mm

SS
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Colours

BELLSTONE

DUSK

Bellstone offers a riven
natural stone feel, available
in three bold colours.

A contemporary, smooth and polished
concrete style paving, ideal for creating a
modern outdoor living space.

CB

BY TALASEY

CB

Grey Dusk

Storm

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 1072kg
Contains: 64 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 21.60m2
Weighs: 1020kg
Contains: 40 no. pieces

Storm

Anthracite

R

SS

Kreme

Anthracite

Colours

Sand Dusk

R
Grey Dusk

Sand Dusk

www.vitripiazza.co.uk
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Colours

Each flag is: 20mm thick
600 x 600mm

SS

33

TRAVERTA

PLANK

Traverta presents a large format porcelain
with a travertine style finish.

A wood effect, sleek plank format porcelain
available in three striking colours.

CB

Single Size Packs

Grey Oak shown with Bellezza Lago to create steps and a border

Colours

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 300mm

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 1080kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 1076kg
Contains: 64 no. pieces

Tundra Grey

R

SS

Classic Cream

Tundra Grey

Colours

Grey Oak

Burnt Oak

R
Light Oak

Burnt Oak

www.vitripiazza.co.uk
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CB

Classic Cream shown with Natural Paving Pewter Cobbles

SS

BY TALASEY

CAVA STONE

CAVA GRANITO

Cava Stone offers a porcelain alternative
to the popular grey and buff natural
sandstone flagstones.

Cava Granito offers a porcelain
alternative to the popular silver and
grey natural granite flagstones.

CB

Silver Grey

Colours

Single Size Packs

Single Size Packs

Each flag is: 20mm thick
1200 x 600mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

Each pack:
Covers: 23.04m2
Weighs: 1081kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 21.60m2
Weighs: 1020kg
Contains: 40 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 21.60m2
Weighs: 1020kg
Contains: 40 no. pieces

R

SS

Single Size Packs

Kandla Grey

R

SS

York Stone

Kandla Grey

Colours

Silver Grey

R
Pewter

Pewter

www.vitripiazza.co.uk
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37

CB

York Stone

SS

BY TALASEY

GUIDARE

BY TALASEY

The Guidare collection offers a distinctive
charm and instant kerb appeal, as it is
designed not only for patios but
domestic vehicular traffic and driveway
use too. Each paver is 30mm thick, lightly
textured and comes in a choice of
two subtle colour variations.

39

FB

Como

Single Size Packs

Colours

Pave your
driveway with
distinction

Garda

Each flag is: 30mm thick
800 x 400mm

SS

38

NR

Garda

ORDER

Como

Garda

Garda

Garda

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each pack:
Covers: 17.28m2
Weighs: 1208kg
Contains: 54 no. pieces

MATTONI

GABBIA

The Mattoni range offers a choice of
four textured, natural stone effect porcelain
tiles. The Mattoni range has been
designed to create a contemporary,
brick effect cladding.

The Gabbia range offers a modern yet
rustic cladding option, ideal for
creating interesting focal points with a
contemporary warmth.

Vento

Single Size Packs

Add a cladding
feature in
your garden

Colours

Each pack:
Covers: 0.96m2
Weighs: 17kg
Contains: 15 no. pieces

Vento

Note, these come in 44 boxes
per pallet and can be purchased
as a box. 28 pieces - box.

Colours

Coffee

Tea

SS

Solare

Notte

Note, these come in 60 boxes
per pallet and can be purchased
as a box. 15 pieces - box.

Milk

Tea

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each pack:
Covers: 1.26m2
Weighs: 23kg
Contains: 28 no. pieces

SS
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Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 8-12mm thick
400 x 160mm

Vento

41

Tea

Each flag is: 9mm thick
300 x 150mm

Luce

BY TALASEY

NERALI

ROK

Nerali is a beautiful mix of riven and
smooth sleek porcelain tiles giving a warm
natural stone effect finish.

The Rok range is a densely textured natural
stone effect porcelain cladding, that gives a
modern and random block effect.

BY TALASEY
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Grey for the bar area, shown with Natural Paving
Carbon Black walling on the left

Opale

Single Size Packs

Colours

Cromo

Each flag is: 8-12mm thick
385 x 75mm

Each pack:
Covers: 0.98m2
Weighs: 18kg
Contains: 34 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 0.75m2
Weighs: 14kg
Contains: 26 no. pieces

Zinco

Gento

Note, these come in 56 boxes
per pallet and can be purchased
as a box. 34 pieces - box.

Colours

Black

Green

Grey

White

SS

Cromo

Opale

Note, these come in 70 boxes
per pallet and can be purchased
as a box. 26 pieces - box.

Black

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

Each flag is: 9mm thick
385 x 75mm

SS
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Single Size Packs

BY TALASEY

VITRIPIAZZA BEFORE YOU START GUIDE

INSTALLATION
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For further great pre-purchase tips and post-installation care and advice, we strongly recommend you continue
your research by reading our informative reference document, Understanding and Installing Vitripiazza.
To download a digital document visit the Knowledge Hub on www.vitripiazza.co.uk.

PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS

SURFACE FINISHES

All product sizes, weights and coverages stated throughout this
portfolio are nominal and subject to manufacturing tolerances.
All Vitripiazza sizes are subject to either Rectified or Non-Rectified
work sizes.

Products available in 10mm and external use thicknesses may vary in
surface finish. The 10mm internal use tiles are slightly smoother than
their external equivalent flagstones. Both internal and external Vitripiazza
products have the required anti-slip rating for their applications.

Rectified product ranges are the same work size every time
you purchase.
Non-Rectified work sizes can vary from batch to batch.
It’s IMPORTANT, before unpacking, you check work sizes are
compatible if you have received more than one pallet.

BATCHING
Vitripiazza Paving is produced in batches, each with an individual shade
reference, we strongly recommend that sufficient product for each
project is purchased together and from the same production batch, as
there may be slight colour variations between different batches.

Please see our Pavetuf
range of specialist
products for more
information
Page 104

COLOUR BANDING
Even when shades are batch matched, it is best practice that the
installer mixes paving tiles from multiple packs when installing any
Vitripiazza product to avoid any potential colour banding.

For our full Planning and Installing guide visit the Knowledge Hub on
www.vitripiazza.co.uk.
We recommend that Vitripiazza is always installed using Pavetuf Priming
Slurry. For joints, Pavetuf Jointing Grout is ideal and is designed
specifically for use with porcelain products. Pavetuf Jointing Mortar is
suitable whatever your project, including driveways. Pavetuf Jointing
Compound can also be used for many applications.

LOOKING AFTER YOUR VITRIPIAZZA
The cleaning and maintenance of our Vitripiazza products is easy
due to their high resistance to staining. Often soapy water or low
pressure washing is enough to clean off general soiling and weathering.
However, for more robust and specifically designed cleaning solutions,
please see our Pavetuf range of specialist cleaners.

For full details on our range of Pavetuf products please visit
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

For further product information and product images please visit
www.vitripiazza.co.uk.
44

For more information
on our Pavetuf range of
specialist cleaners see:
Page 112

www.vitripiazza.co.uk

It’s IMPORTANT, before unpacking, you check the shade references are
compatible if you have received more than one pallet.

BY TALASEY
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The Natural Paving collection offers an extensive range
of natural stone landscaping products for gardens and
driveways. With a wide choice in colour, finishes and style,
there is something to suit every project, home and budget.
We are proud of the high-quality natural stone paving and accessories that we have to offer,
which comply with industry standards and are ethically sourced. Read more about our
collaboration with the Ethical Trading Initiative (ETI) and how we look after our global workforce
and support the communities from where our products are sourced.
Visit www.naturalpaving.co.uk for more information.

NATURALLY
MORE
BEAUTIFUL

WHY CHOOSE NATURAL STONE?

Lakeland
46

Natural Beauty

Simple to Maintain

Talasey Stone Standard

All technical properties

Given that these are natural

As with all external landscaping

To help you further in selecting

are tested to guarantee

products, it is rare for any

products, at the mercy of the

the best stone for your own

that all our stone ranges

two pieces to be the same,

elements, there will be some

specific project needs, we have

are frost resistant and you

displaying different shades,

maintenance required to keep

our Stone Standard Scale,

can be assured of long-

colour blends and unique

your natural stone paving looking

Declarations of Performance

term durability against the

formations, adding a

pristine. However, Talasey have the

and Product Data Sheets, which

weather.

character and personality

expertise and the right protection

provide some specific design

that just cannot be found

and cleaning solutions to support

guidance on the technical

in alternative landscape

the specific type of natural stone

properties of our natural stone

materials.

that you select. This will ensure

products. For further details

only simple routine cleaning is

simply visit our Knowledge Hub

Scan the code for more information

required to retain that unique

on www.naturalpaving.co.uk.

This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.

natural splendour. See page 97
for more details.

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Classicstone

Durablility

BY TALASEY

The Premiastone collection
offers a range of prestigious
flagstones that have
undergone various processes
to give them a contemporary
and high-end finish.

Offered in a stunning array of colours, Premiastone flagstones are

The final touches to the stones make all the

Cornsilk

Maple

Cedar

York Mix
Flamed

Platinum
Flamed

Rydal
Flamed

Grey Slate

Copper Slate

available in a combination of single sizes and project packs.
The majority of the Premiastone products are sandstone, with the
exception of the Black, Grey and Copper Slates, which are Brazilian Slate.
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Sandstone

difference and you can choose from Premiastone
products that have been:

PREMIASTONE

Ivory

Flamed 	Undergoes a flaming process to
give texture.
Sawn 	Cut to give square cut
contemporary edges.
Honed

Lightly polished for a smooth finish.

Blasted 	The surface is lightly blasted to
create a textured finish.

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
Ivory
48

Black Slate

With so many options it is difficult to choose a favourite,
however you can be sure that whichever makes its way to your garden,
it will be worth the investment and create a natural ‘wow factor’.

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

PREMIASTONE

Calibrated 	Every Premiastone product is
calibrated, which is machine cut to
give a consistent, nominal thickness
and is easier to install than noncalibrated stone.

Slate

BY TALASEY
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PREMIASTONE

CORNSILK
A lightly blasted, textured
sandstone with uplifting light tones.

Also available in a bullnose coping that
can be used on walls, steps and pool
edges. See page 92.
Please note:
The image above shows various sizes of
flagstones, some of which the installers have
cut down from the 900 x 600mm flagstones.

50

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

SS

MAPLE
Maple is a sandstone with
sawn cut edges and a honed
surface, that reveals a
playful and varied colour
palette with occasional
contrasting striations.

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

SS

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Complete the look:

Single Size Packs

BY TALASEY
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PREMIASTONE

Ivory sandstone using the Made to Order
Service with bespoke cut pieces.

CEDAR

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

IVORY
Ivory is a sawn cut and
smooth sandstone,
available in a uniquely
formed project pack.
To keep Ivory pristine, we
recommend Pavetuf General

SS

Cleaner and the Pavetuf Green
Off to remove any organic
staining. Page 112.
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Project Pack 2 Flag Sizes
Each flag is: 20mm thick
400 x 400
50 flags

600 x 400
50 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 20.36m2
Weighs: 1050kg
Contains: 100 no. pieces

PP

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

A sawn sandstone with
smooth edges allows
Cedar to create clean
contemporary lines with
a delicately textured and
light surface.

Single Size Packs

BY TALASEY
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PREMIASTONE

Copper

SLATE

SS
54

PP

Single Size Packs:

Each flag is: 20mm thick

Each flag is: 20mm thick

600 x 600
24 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.80m2
Weighs: 980kg
Contains: 93 no. pieces

600 x 295 - 35 flags
295 x 295 - 34 flags

YORK MIX FLAMED
A stunning sawn sandstone, with clean edges and a
flamed surface with an enriched texture that gives a
contemporary format. However, there’s a customary
twist as the colour palette of York Mix Flamed
resembles the popular and traditional ‘York Stone’,
with a striking mix of buff, brown and grey tones.

1200 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 14.40m2
Weighs: 800kg
Contains: 20 no. pieces
900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 985kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

Please note: Some flags will be a mixture of colours whilst
others can be all one colour – mix all products to prevent
colour banding.
Complement the look: With Old York Fossestone block

Black

paving. Page 80.

Single Size Packs
Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

SS

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

A collection of beautiful Brazilian
slate products, that really present
a rich choice in terms of quality,
feel and aesthetics. Select the right
colour from the vibrant Copper to
the more subdued Black or Grey
and then your design layout with
2 single sizes options and a project
pack to choose from.

Project Pack 3 Flag Sizes

BY TALASEY
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PREMIASTONE

Single Size Packs

Platinum is a sandstone that
has been sawn to create
contemporary edges and
flamed to give a subtle
texture to the surface.
Platinum’s attractive and
on-trend grey palette can
contain occasional brown
and buff tones.

Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

SS

RYDAL
FLAMED

Single Size Packs

A sandstone with a mix of
soothing and tranquil tones,
enriched with texture from
the flaming process and
finished with contemporary
squared edges for crisp
linear designs.

Each pack:
Covers: 18.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 32 no. pieces

Each flag is: 20mm thick
900 x 600mm

SS

www.naturalpaving.co.uk
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PLATINUM
FLAMED

The Cragstone collection
offers a select range of
antiqued flagstones, full of
warmth and inspired charm.

BY TALASEY

Choose from our sandstone option ‘Old York’ or ‘Tuscan’
which is a limestone, for a lovely outdoor area that will
complement moderate budgets.

59

Colours

Each piece of stone within the Cragstone
collection is:
Old York

CRAGSTONE

Tumbled 	The tumbling process softens the
edges and surface of quarried stone.

Tuscan

Calibrated 	The stone is machine cut to give
a consistent, nominal thickness
and is easier to install than noncalibrated stone.

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
Tuscan
58

Old York

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

CRAGSTONE

Tumbling creates a soft
aged and antiqued finish,
making the Cragstone
collection an ideal choice
for those wanting a
traditional flagstone with
just a slightly smoother
feel for a little more of a
classy look.

BY TALASEY
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CRAGSTONE

Shown with Ebony Cobblestone to edge

OLD YORK

Complement the look:
With Old York Fossestone block
paving. Page 80.

Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

Tuscan limestone has a subtle
antique appearance with a
varying colour palette.
Rustic with occasional
characteristic veining and the
odd imperfect corner only add to
Tuscan’s charming character.

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

TUSCAN

PP

Please note: As Tuscan is a limestone,
it will naturally lighten over time.
However, Tuscan requires very minimal
cleaning and maintenance due to its

60

very low water absorption rate.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes
Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

PP

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Old York sandstone has the
colouring of the distinctive
‘York Stone’ with buff,
brown and grey tones and
is antiqued to give the same
traditional feel of ‘York
Stone’ too.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

Classicstone is exactly
what it suggests, the ultimate in
timeless, traditional flagstones.
Each hand-cut piece has a naturally
riven surface and edges that inspire
a warm and natural look.

Classicstone offers a range of sandstone and limestone products that are
available in a combination of project packs, from traditional random
patterns to single sizes, which are commonly used to create modern designs
and circle kits that come with a very affordable price tag. If cost is a key

63

consideration, look out for products that have a Finestone Project Pack
option, as although there is no difference to the surface finish, the Finestone
option is a thinner, lighter product which lends itself to keener budgets.

Sandstone
CLASSICSTONE

Each flagstone within this range is distinct with unique
varying colour palettes, differing riven surfaces, natural
striations and occasional fossil prints which have been:

BY TALASEY

Harvest

Lakeland

Golden Fossil

Graphite

Autumn Brown

Promenade

Heather

Yorkshire Blend

Carbon Black

Steel Blue

Hand split & Our skilled stonemasons split the stone
hand dressed by
 hand, along natural beds within the
stone, to give a unique riven surface to
each flag. The edges are then dressed,
again by hand.
Calibrated 	The stone is machine cut to give a
consistent, nominal thickness and is easier
to install than non-calibrated stone.

Harbour Grey

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
Promenade
62

Harvest Circle

The Classicstone range also has
complementary matching circles.

CK

See page 75

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

CLASSICSTONE

Limestone

BY TALASEY
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CLASSICSTONE

Matching products also available 
Stepping Stones page 94
Walling page 90
Copings page 92
Fire Pits page 95

Harvest is shown with Midnight Blue Fossestone to edge

HARVEST

SS
CK
64

PP
See page 75

Single Size Packs:

Each flag is: 24mm thick

Each flag is: 24mm thick

600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

Finestone Project Packs:
Each flag is: 18mm thick
Each pack:
Covers: 22.20m2
Weighs: 900kg
Contains: 75 no. pieces

NEW SIZE

900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 33 no. pieces

600 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 102 no. pieces

600 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 15.80m2
Weighs: 825kg
Contains: 44 no. pieces

290 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 19.70m2
Weighs: 1025kg
Contains: 232 no. pieces

Harvest hand-cut:
1800 x 900mm
Each pack:
Covers: 12.96m2
Weighs: 1800kg
Contains: 8 no. pieces

Harvest
hand-cut can
also be used as
a counter top

LAKELAND
Lakeland sandstone is a best
seller from the Classicstone
range, finding its way into
many gardens along with many
complementary Lakeland
accessories including walling,
stepping stones and copings.

SS
CK

PP
See page 75

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

Single Size Packs:

Each flag is: 24mm thick

Each flag is: 24mm thick

600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

Finestone Project Packs:
Each flag is: 18mm thick
Each pack:
Covers: 22.20m2
Weighs: 900kg
Contains: 75 no. pieces

900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 33 no. pieces

600 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 102 no. pieces

600 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 15.80m2
Weighs: 825kg
Contains: 44 no. pieces

290 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 19.70m2
Weighs: 1025kg
Contains: 232 no. pieces

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Harvest is a traditionally
riven sandstone, with a
variety of colour blends
and product sizes.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

BY TALASEY
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CLASSICSTONE

GOLDEN
FOSSIL

SS
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CK

PP
See page 75

Single Size Packs:

Each flag is: 24mm thick

Each flag is: 24mm thick

600 x 600
16 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

GRAPHITE

900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 33 no. pieces

600 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 102 no. pieces

600 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 15.80m2
Weighs: 825kg
Contains: 44 no. pieces

290 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 19.70m2
Weighs: 1025kg
Contains: 232 no. pieces

Graphite is a sandstone
product with a rustic riven
surface of contrasting dark
and light shades.

PP

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes
Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Golden Fossil is a riven
sandstone, predominantly of
lighter tones with some darker
shades and occasional carbon
imprint fossil patterns.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

BY TALASEY
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CLASSICSTONE

Also see other image. Page 62

AUTUMN
BROWN

PP
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Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

Finestone Project Packs:
Each flag is: 18mm thick
Each pack:
Covers: 22.20m2
Weighs: 900kg
Contains: 75 no. pieces

PROMENADE
A classic sandstone with a cool
colour palette, Promenade offers
a predominantly grey hue, but
can also contain attractive brown
and buff shades.

SS
CK

PP
See page 75

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

Single Size Packs:

Each flag is: 24mm thick

Each flag is: 24mm thick

600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

Finestone Project Packs:
Each flag is: 18mm thick
Each pack:
Covers: 22.20m2
Weighs: 900kg
Contains: 75 no. pieces

NEW SIZE

900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 33 no. pieces

600 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 102 no. pieces

600 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 15.80m2
Weighs: 825kg
Contains: 44 no. pieces

290 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 19.70m2
Weighs: 1025kg
Contains: 232 no. pieces

Promenade hand-cut:
1800 x 900mm
Each pack:
Covers: 12.96m2
Weighs: 1800kg
Contains: 8 no. pieces

Promenade
hand-cut can
also be used as
a counter top

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Autumn Brown is a
traditional sandstone
with a riven surface
and irregular interesting
edges.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

BY TALASEY
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CLASSICSTONE

HEATHER

PP
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CK

See page 75

Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

YORKSHIRE
BLEND
Yorkshire Blend is a traditional
sandstone with a naturally riven
finish displaying a similar colour
palette to the distinctive
‘York Stone’, with an attractive
mix of buff, brown and grey
coloured flagstones.

PP

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes
Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Heather is a naturally riven
sandstone with strong attractive
colour tones, which makes a
beautiful addition to any garden.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

BY TALASEY
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CLASSICSTONE

Complete the look with: 
Meadow Cobbles page 86
Midnight Blue Multi Kerbs page 93
This area has been sealed to minimise lightening.

HARBOUR
GREY

PP
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Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

CARBON
BLACK

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

A dark limestone, Carbon Black
is a riven hand-cut stone. As a
limestone, Carbon Black will
naturally lighten over time.

SS

PP

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

Single Size Packs:

Each flag is: 24mm thick

Each flag is: 24mm thick

600 x 600
16 flags

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

900 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 33 no. pieces
600 x 600mm
Each pack:
Covers: 15.80m2
Weighs: 825kg
Contains: 44 no. pieces

600 x 290mm
Each pack:
Covers: 17.80m2
Weighs: 925kg
Contains: 102 no. pieces

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Harbour Grey is a limestone
with a mix of grey tones. As
this is a limestone, it will
naturally lighten over time.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

CIRCLES

BY TALASEY

Circles fashion interesting features and are perfect for creating focal
points in larger spaces. The circle kits are available in most of the
sandstone colours within the Classicstone range including Golden
Fossil, Harvest, Lakeland, Promenade and Heather.
Please note: There may be colour and shade variations between
circle kits and their corresponding flagstones.

Lakeland

Promenade

Heather

Golden Fossil

CK

CLASSICSTONE

Harvest

75

Circle Kit Pack Sizes
Each flag is: 24mm thick

STEEL
BLUE

PP
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2.4 m

Each flag is: 24mm thick
600 x 600
16 flags

600 x 290 - 16 flags
290 x 290 - 12 flags

2.4 m

Each pack:
Covers: 5.8m2
Weighs: 325kg
Contains: 45 no. pieces
Includes squaring off kit

900 x 600
16 flags

Each pack:
Covers: 18.90m2
Weighs: 950kg
Contains: 60 no. pieces

3.0 m

3.0 m

Each pack:
Covers: 9.0m2
Weighs: 475kg
Contains: 61 no. pieces
Includes squaring off kit

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Steel Blue is a traditional
hand-cut limestone, with
a riven surface. As with all
limestone products, Steel
Blue will naturally lighten
over time.

Project Pack 4 Flag Sizes

can also be mixed and matched to incorporate contrasting borders and
areas, in order to create unique designs. All products are available in
mixed size project packs, with the exception of Midnight Blue and Ebony,

split to reveal a riven surface, each piece is then:
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which come in single sizes.

Sandstone

Orchard

Forest

Old York

Cinder

Each piece of Fossestone is either honed and
lightly polished for a smooth finish or is naturally

BY TALASEY

FOSSESTONE

Our natural stone block
paving provides an attractive
long-term solution for
driveways due to the
durability of the individual
blocks, making them
natures beautiful alternative
to concrete block paving.

With six inspiring colours that individually create a stunning finish, they

Limestone

Sawn 	To give smooth cut square edges.
Tumbled 	To soften the edges.
Calibrated 	The stone is machine cut to give a
consistent, nominal thickness and is
easier to install than non-calibrated
stone.

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
Orchard shown with a Midnight Blue border
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Midnight Blue

All of the blocks are 50mm in depth, however, this is a nominal thickness
due to the natural, riven nature of the top surfaces, in line with industry
standard tolerances.

Fossestone is a well-established range of block paving,
offering driveways and entrances a true sense of style.

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

FOSSESTONE

Ebony

BY TALASEY
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FOSSESTONE

Complete the look with: 
Midnight Blue Fossestone page 83

ORCHARD

PP
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Each paver is: 50mm thick
150 x 150 - 56 pavers
200 x 150 - 80 pavers
250 x 150 - 128 pavers

Each pack:
Covers: 8.50m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 264 no. pieces

FOREST
Forest is a tumbled and
antiqued sandstone product
with a riven surface and a
range of complementing
warm tones.

PP

Project Pack 3 Paver Sizes
Each paver is: 50mm thick
150 x 150 - 56 pavers
200 x 150 - 80 pavers
250 x 150 - 128 pavers

Each pack:
Covers: 8.50m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 264 no. pieces

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Orchard is a sandstone
block paver that has a
natural riven surface and is
lightly tumbled to give an
antiqued look.

Project Pack 3 Paver Sizes

BY TALASEY
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FOSSESTONE

Matching products available:
York Mix Flamed Flagstones page 55
Old York Flagstones page 60
Yorkshire Blend Flagstones page 71

OLD YORK

Each paver is: 50mm thick
150 x 150 - 56 pavers
200 x 150 - 80 pavers

CINDER
Cinder is an antiqued, riven
block paver with a varying
palette of brown, buff and
grey tones.

250 x 150 - 128 pavers

PP
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Each pack:
Covers: 8.50m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 264 no. pieces

Project Pack 3 Paver Sizes
Each paver is: 50mm thick
150 x 150 - 56 pavers
200 x 150 - 80 pavers
250 x 150 - 128 pavers

PP

Each pack:
Covers: 8.50m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 264 no. pieces

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Old York is a beautiful
multi-tonal sandstone
block paver, tumbled
with a riven finish.

Project Pack 3 Paver Sizes

BY TALASEY
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FOSSESTONE

Complete the look with: 
Midnight Blue Kerbs and Edging page 93

EBONY

Each paver is: 50mm thick
250 x 150mm
Each pack:
Covers: 8.40m2
Weighs: 1150kg
Contains: 224 no. pieces

SS

MIDNIGHT BLUE

Single Size Packs:

Midnight Blue is a rumbled limestone
with antiqued edges but a smooth
honed surface. Available in three sizes, it
is very versatile and makes Midnight Blue
a highly popular choice for driveways.
It is also commonly used to edge
contrasting block pavers and to form
stretcher courses within patio areas.

250 x 150mm
Each pack:
Covers: 8.40m2
Weighs: 1150kg
Contains: 224 no. pieces

As Midnight Blue is a limestone, it will
naturally lighten over time.
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Each paver is: 50mm thick

200 x 150mm
Each pack:
Covers: 8.40m2
Weighs: 1150kg
Contains: 280 no. pieces

150 x 150mm
Each pack:
Covers: 8.80m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 392 no. pieces

SS

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Ebony is a dark tumbled
limestone product. With
four sawn edges and a
naturally riven surface,
this block paver offers
a traditional feel in a
contemporary colour. As
Ebony is a limestone, it will
naturally lighten over time.

Single Size Packs

BY TALASEY

The Cobblestone collection
offers a range of versatile,
charming and stylish
products to accessorise
any part of your garden.
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We have Silver Setts, Weathered Cobbles, and
texture and surface finish.

Ebony with Meadow on the border

COBBLESTONE

European Cobbles, offering a variety in colour,

THE RANGE OFFERS:
Weathered Cobbles
Sandstone:

Meadow

Pewter

European Cobbles

Silver Setts

Sandstone:

Granite:

Ebony

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
Pewter
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Silver Setts
Lakeland

Granite Silver

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

COBBLESTONE

Calico

Limestone:

BY TALASEY
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COBBLESTONE

Meadow

WEATHERED COBBLES

Each cobble is: 25-50mm thick
100 x 150 - 195 cobbles
150 x 150 - 195 cobbles
200 x 150 - 195 cobbles

Each pack:
Covers: 15.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 585 no. pieces

SS
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PP

Single Size Packs
Each cobble is: 25-50mm thick
100 x 100mm
Each pack:
Covers: 6.00m2
Weighs: 500kg
Contains: 500 no. pieces
200 x 100mm*
Each pack:
Covers: 6.00m2
Weighs: 500kg
Contains: 250 no. pieces
*Only available in Ebony.

Please note: If you wish the
cobbles to take vehicular
traffic, they must be laid on
a full bed of mortar and we
recommend a strong jointing
mortar to be used for jointing
the cobbles, like the Pavetuf
Jointing Mortar. Page 105.

EUROPEAN
COBBLES
The European Cobble is a cosmopolitan
option that has been designed to offer
an alternative choice of cobble sizing,
reflecting a size format often found in
European streets and gardens. A chic
option with a naturally riven surface and
‘un certain je ne sais quoi’.

SS

Single Size Packs:
Each cobble is: 60-80mm thick
140 x 140mm
Each pack:
Covers: 6.95m2
Weighs: 1000kg
Contains: 292 no. pieces

SILVER SETTS

Single Size Packs:

Our traditional Granite Setts are fantastic
for creating a rustic feel and will give any
courtyard space an impressive finish.
With a versatile edge, the Granite Setts
can also be used with contemporary
products to create an on-trend garden or
bespoke feature.

100 x 100mm
Each pack:
Covers: 5.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 400 no. pieces

SS

Each cobble is: 100mm thick

Each cobble is: 50-70mm thick
100 x 100mm
Each pack:
Covers: 10.00m2
Weighs: 1200kg
Contains: 800 no. pieces

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Our Weathered Cobbles are naturally split with an
antique finish, ideal for cottage style courtyards and
traditional settings. The collection includes three
sandstone options, Calico, Meadow and Pewter and one
limestone, Ebony. Please note as a limestone, Ebony
will naturally lighten over time. Our range of Weathered
Cobbles can be used in a variety of applications including
patios, paths, edging features, courtyards and driveways.

Project Pack 3 Sizes

To really finish your
hard landscaping with
design and flair, look
no further than the
Natural Paving range
of accessories.

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
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See page 90

See page 92

Kerbs & Edgings

Stepping Stones

See page 93

See page 94

Fire Pits

See page 95
88
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STONE ACCESSORIES

Also, by adding one of our
fire pits to your garden
you can extend socialising
with family and friends
late into the cooler
evenings and also through
the winter months.

Copings

STONE ACCESSORIES

Choose from natural
stone walling, copings,
stepping stones and
kerbs and edgings to
accentuate and add
depth to your outdoor
living space.

Walling

BY TALASEY
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STONE ACCESSORIES

Golden Fossil

COTTAGESTONE
WALLING

Riven face:	Derived from a natural split on the stone,
conveying a traditional look.
Pitched face:	A hand chiselled unique aged effect.

90

Please note that time should be taken
to course the blocks prior to installation.

MP

Mixed Pack 3 Sizes
Riven Face

Each piece is: 50-75mm thick

Each piece is: 100mm thick

200 x 100 - 75 pcs
300 x 100 - 75 pcs
365 x 100 - 75 pcs

Colours

220 x 100 - 75 pcs
300 x 100 - 75 pcs
365 x 100 - 75 pcs

Each pack:
Covers: 5.00m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 225 no. pieces

Each pack:
Covers: 7.50m2
Weighs: 1100kg
Contains: 225 no. pieces

This is based on the walling being
laid to show the pitched face.

This is based on the walling being
laid to show the riven face.

Golden Fossil

Lakeland

As Carbon Black is a
limestone, it will naturally
lighten over time.
Carbon Black


Lakeland walling shown with matching copings page 92

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

Cottagestone walling is available in Golden Fossil,
Lakeland and Carbon Black. Our multi-purpose packs
of walling blocks can be installed to show either their
pitched or riven face, for a different effect.

Mixed Pack 3 Sizes
Pitched Face

COPINGS

KERBS &
EDGINGS

FOR STEPS, POOLS
AND WALLING

BY TALASEY
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To really give your driveway and garden a
natural edge over all others, choose from
our Lakeland sandstone or our Midnight
Blue limestone finishing products, ideal as
borders to patios and driveways.

Our versatile coping products
have been designed for use as
steps, pool copings and wall
copings, enabling a consistent
finish to be created within any
designed landscape project.

Please note as Midnight Blue is a limestone,
it will naturally lighten over time.
STONE ACCESSORIES

In a variety of colours, the range
of copings will complement a
wide range of our flagstones,
walling and block paving. To
suit different design preferences
some copings are available with a
bullnose edge and others with a
natural edge. All are made from
sandstone, except Carbon Black,
which is a limestone and will
naturally lighten over time.

Midnight Blue kerbs and edgings are
available in the following size options:

Single Size Pack
Round Top

600

600 x 180 x 50mm
180
Each pack:
Linear: 24.00m
50
Weighs: 700kg
Contains: 40 no. pieces

Cornsilk Bullnose Steps

Midnight Blue Multi-Kerbs shown with
Meadow Cobbles and Natural Paving Carbon Black

Single Size Pack
Multi Kerb

Bullnose copings
Single Size Pack

Natural Chiselled Wall
Copings Single Size Pack

Colours

Each coping is: 50mm thick
Platinum
Flamed

Cornsilk

SS
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600 x 150mm
Each pack:
Linear: 60.00m
Weighs: 750kg
Contains: 100 no. pieces
Please note that these size copings are
designed for walling only.

Bullnosed along one side
(600mm) edge only.
If you require a bullnose
on both sides why not
use our Made to Order
Service. Pages 8-9.

Each coping is: 40mm thick

Carbon
Black

Promenade

Golden
Fossil

Lakeland

Bullnose copings with a naturally riven surface will have an
uneven surface edge.

SS

Golden
Fossil

Lakeland

Naturally chiselled copings with a naturally
riven finish to top and front edge.

180
100

120

Single Size Pack
Natural Split Kerbs
1000 x 200 x 70-90mm
Each pack:
Linear: 30.00m
Weighs: 1000kg
Contains: 30 no. pieces

1000 x 300 x 190-210mm
Each pack:
Linear: 9.00m
Weighs: 1000kg
Contains: 9 no. pieces

1000
200
80 ±10
1000
250
140 ±10

Midnight Blue

SS

1000 x 250 x 130-150mm
Each pack:
Linear: 13.00m
Weighs: 1000kg
Contains: 13 no. pieces

Lakeland
1000

SS

300
200 ±10

The Lakeland kerbs are also ideal for
creating stone features.

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

600 x 300mm
Each pack:
Linear: 7.20m
Weighs: 250kg
Contains: 12 no. pieces

Bullnose copings with a
lightly textured surface.

180 x 120 x 100mm
Each pack:
Linear: 12.50m
Weighs: 750kg
Contains: 125 no. pieces

Colours

BY TALASEY
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STONE ACCESSORIES

Promenade

Single Size Packs

Our Lakeland sandstone
stepping stones create unique
connecting features to and
from areas of your garden.
Lakeland stepping stones, as
a feature alongside Lakeland
flagstones, will make a popular
choice of paving unique and
personalised. Page 65.

Each pack:
Linear: 12.60m
Weighs: 900kg
Contains: 72 no. pieces

Each flag is: 24mm thick
500 x 350mm (overall dimensions)

SS
Lakeland

FIRE PITS

Mixed Size Pack

PRACTICAL AND STYLISH

All sizes are nominal

Be the envy of your neighbours with our stunning fire
pits, which not only create beautiful focal points, but
are functional allowing you to enjoy your outdoor space
for longer throughout cooler seasons and are great for
those social occasions that go on into the evening!
Our fire pits are pre-made, hand-cut and come in simple
to assemble kits. Available in a choice of two colours,
Lakeland and Promenade, the fire pits measure 927mm
across the inside diameter and stand approximately
430mm tall.

Each pack:
Internal Diameter: 927mm
External Diameter: 1454mm
Weighs: 1060kg
Contains: 59 no. pieces
- 50 walling pieces: approximately
404 x 200 x 75mm – The top, bottom and
sides are sawn the face is chiselled.

MP

- 9 coping pieces: approximately
492 x 260 x 50mm – They have a natural top, with
a sawn bottom and sides, the face is chiselled.

Promenade

Lakeland

www.naturalpaving.co.uk
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STEPPING
STONES
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NATURAL PAVING BEFORE YOU START GUIDE

PRODUCT NOTES

INSTALLATION

PRODUCT MEASUREMENTS

COLOUR AND SURFACE VARIATIONS

All product sizes, weights and coverages stated throughout this
portfolio are estimates and subject to product specific tolerances.

Natural stone products are uniquely formed through geological
processes, making each piece of stone characteristically subject to colour
variations, veining, markings and occasional charming imperfections. As
no two pieces are identical, natural stone products offer homeowners a
truly bespoke landscaping option.

COLOUR BANDING
Due to the nature of the product and potential colour variations, we
recommend mixing product FROM ALL PACKS on-site, to prevent
colour banding. Try and buy all the crates you require for your project
all at once to avoid a batch variation.
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Before

After

PORTFOLIO IMAGES
The portfolio images are there as an indicative guide towards the finishes
and shades that can be represented in any given production batch but
they are not wholly representative. Seeing actual material displays or
laid installations are the best ways to make your choice. On delivery, we
strongly recommend that you check the finishes and shades are to your
satisfaction prior to installing.

Please see our Pavetuf
range of specialist products
for more information
Page 104

PROTECT AND MAINTAIN YOUR NATURAL
PAVING
Protect your paving when new with our range of Pavetuf Sealants to help
both minimise the need for cleaning and to enhance the appearance
without affecting the natural beauty that first attracted you.
The cleaning and maintenance of our Natural Paving products is easy and
safe with our Pavetuf range of cleaners.

For further great pre-purchase tips and post-installation
care and advice, we strongly recommend you continue your
Understanding and Installing Natural Stone Paving.
To download a digital document visit

We have an extensive range of products designed to aid the construction
and installation of our natural stone products, such as Pavetuf Jointing
Compound, Pavetuf Jointing Mortar and Pavetuf Priming Slurry.

www.naturalpaving.co.uk.
For further product information, laying patterns and product
images please visit www.naturalpaving.co.uk.
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Please see our Pavetuf range of specialist sealants
and cleaners for more information on Page 111 - 113.

www.naturalpaving.co.uk

research by reading our informative reference document

For our full Planning and Installing Guide please visit the Knowledge Hub
on www.naturalpaving.co.uk.
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TIMELESS
CHARACTER

Baksteen® Pavers bring character and beauty into
outdoor spaces. Be inspired by the potential that clay
can bring to your home landscape as a high-quality and
affordable choice of paving material. The deep and rich
tones of clay are renowned for their vibrant colours
providing lasting beauty.
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WHY CHOOSE BAKSTEEN?
VERSATILE DESIGN

SLIP RESISTANCE

Use Baksteen to create a brick
effect, herringbone and many
more styles.

Extremely good slip
resistance properties.

EASY TO CLEAN
AND MAINTAIN

FROST RESISTANT
As our Dutch clay pavers are fired in a kiln,

Extremely resistant to
ingress of dirt.

together with their lack of pigments
and their resistance to UV light, their beautiful

HIGHLY DURABLE

LONGEVITY OF COLOUR

full bodied colour will last their lifespan.
Important Product Guidance

WHERE TO USE BAKSTEEN
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PATIOS

PATHWAYS

EDGINGS

COMMERCIAL
PROJECTS

Scan the code for more information
This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.

- Baksteen is usually laid on a flexible
construction with a sand screed bed.
- We recommend that product is mixed from all
packs during installation to create a natural
blend between the different batches.

www.baksteen.co.uk

Honeycomb

DRIVEWAYS

- Product measurements:
All product sizes, weights and coverages
stated throughout this portfolio are nominal.

BY TALASEY

When Baksteen is laid on edge – advised for driveways

CONTINENTAL
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Brick Size

Available in a range of colours and surface finishes, Baksteen’s
Continental clay pavers are tumbled to reveal a weathered and
antiqued appearance.
Choose from one of our seven colours or select more to create
a unique blend.

Per Pack :
Size - 200 x 50mm
Thickness - 65mm
Weight - 1250 - 1466kg
Coverage - 9.60m2
Pieces - 960

SS

Crimson

Ash

Smoke

When Baksteen is laid on bed – suitable for domestic
pedestrian use
Brick Size
Mallow

Honeycomb

Chestnut

Per Pack :
Size - 200 x 65mm
Thickness - 50mm
Weight - 1250 - 1466kg
Coverage - 12.63m2

Dove

Mallow

Dove

SS
Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
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www.baksteen.co.uk

Pieces - 960

Please note that product sizes, weights and coverages stated throughout the portfolio
are nominal.

Scan the code for more information
This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.
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PROTECTING YOUR
INVESTMENT!

To assist with the installation of
paving we offer tools (squeegees
and cutting blades), priming slurry
(to help secure the paving onto its
mortar bed), three different jointing
options (to joint various paving types,
with different traffic and for alternate
aesthetics), adjustable risers (for the
installation of paving and composite
or wood decking), edgings (to form a
structural restraint or separate various
landscaping materials), and drainage
channels (providing a decorative
grate option).

Pavetuf Sealers are non-toxic,
technically advanced and waterbased which are solvent-free, making
them an environmentally friendly
option. They have been designed to
delay the penetration of water and
oily liquids allowing time to clean up
any spillage to prevent staining of the
hard landscaped area. With the added
benefit of being breathable, not only
can they be used to seal your paving
before installation, they can also be
used immediately after.

Page 104

Page 111

EASY CLEAN!
Like anything, we love to keep our
new purchases pristine and your
garden and driveway is no different.
The Pavetuf range of cleaners boasts
twelve different options, from every
day to heavy duty cleaners and
specific solutions for different types
of landscaping materials and staining.
Whether you want a general tidy up or
are trying to remove stubborn stains,
the Pavetuf range of cleaners has
you covered.

Page 112
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www.pavetuf.co.uk

We recommend you consult thoroughly with our technical guidance (including technical
data sheets, installation guides and how to videos) before usage and installation,
which you can find at www.pavetuf.co.uk. For assistance please contact our Customer
Experience Team on 0330 333 8030.

GETTING THE JOB
DONE RIGHT!

MAINTAIN

Pavetuf® is a range of products to enable the
installation and maintenance of all your
hard landscaping needs. The Pavetuf range
provides tools and products that you may
need to cut, install and join your paving,
through to protecting and cleaning it.

PROTECT

WE’VE GOT
YOU COVERED

INSTALL

BY TALASEY

IN STA LL

JOINTING
OPTIONS

PAVETUF
PRIMING SLURRY
Pavetuf Priming Slurry is a
polymer and cementitious
slurry, specifically formulated
to provide an exceptional bond
between a new mortar base and
porcelain or stone paving.

Finish off your porcelain, stone and
concrete paved areas, using one
of our Pavetuf jointing products.
See the options below and choose
the right Pavetuf jointing product
for your job, depending on the sub
base of the paving, application and
desired look.

- Quick and easy to use
- Mix with water
-12m2 coverage for a tub.

PAVETUF
JOINTING GROUT 9kg

PAVETUF
JOINTING MORTAR 15kg

An easy to apply all weather
Jointing Compound.

An easy to apply tile grout, ideal for use
with Vitripiazza porcelain paving and
cladding products.

The Jointing Mortar is a professional,
rapid setting mortar which provides a
contemporary finish.

- Coverage 15m2 (approximately)*
- Apply with water, the joints would need to
be free draining for this air cured product

- Coverage 21m (approximately)*

- Coverage 7m + (approximately)*

- Easy to apply

- Apply with water

- Walk on in 24 hours**

- Efflorescence free

- Drive on in 4 hours**

- Fast and easy to apply in all weathers

- Water repellent

- High level of compressive strength

- No waste, excess product can be stored
with water in the tub

- For joint widths 1-15mm

- Can fill joint widths from 5mm-50mm and
joint depths from a minimum of 20mm

- Can fill joint widths from 3mm-20mm and
joint depths from a minimum of 20mm.

- Rapid setting**

* Coverage based on paving that is 600mm x 600mm,
with 20mm deep/10mm wide joints.
**Please refer to our technical guidance for full details
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

PAVETUF
SQUEEGEE
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- Mixes quickly on site.

- Internal and external use.
*C
 overage based on paving that is 600mm x 600mm,
with 20mm deep/5mm wide joints.
*Please refer to our technical guidance for full details
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

*C
 overage based on paving that is 500mm x 500mm,
with a joint width of 10mm and a joint depth of 30mm.
**Please refer to our technical guidance for full details
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

Compound sold,
5p goes to Band

USE

of Builders charity.

JOINTING COMPOUND

JOINTING GROUT

JOINTING MORTAR

Usable on porcelain & ceramic tiles







Usable on stone & concrete paving



Pedestrian applications

- 300mm (diameter) x 2.8mm

External use

- 20mm diameter bore

Smooth finish

- OSA approved

Granular finish

FINISH



Driveway applications

Internal use

- Recommended RPM 3100 up to
a maximum of 5100.

- Walk on in 1 hour**

For each tub of

A specialist blade designed to cut
porcelain. Blade specification:

- EN 13236

- Stain resistant























Colour options
Swatches are for guidance purposes only.
Black

Grey

Buff

Black

Grey

Buff

Silver Grey

www.pavetuf.co.uk

PAVETUF
INSTALLATION
PRODUCTS
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2

Pavetuf Jointing

The Pavetuf Squeegee is the
ideal tool to apply the Pavetuf
Jointing Mortar and Pavetuf
Jointing Compound.

PAVETUF
PORCELAIN BLADE

2
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INSTALLATION

Please refer to our comparison
chart to help select the appropriate
jointing product for the job.

PAVETUF JOINTING
COMPOUND 15kg

IN STA LL

STEPS

THE PAVETUF ADJUSTABLE
RISER SYSTEM ALLOWS THE;
- Levelling of patios, flush to buildings,
without compromising damp proof
courses, to create sleek inside to
outside areas.
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1

- Conversion of unused rooftops and
decks into attractive, hard-wearing areas,
increasing the footprint of properties.
Brought in to order
Contact us for current lead time

PAVETUF ADJUSTABLE RISERS
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Minimise tread noises:
Designed with the right plastics
and rubber materials to limit
the noise and also to keep the
products firmly in place.

Big load capacity:
Can take 800 to 1.500 kilograms,
which is more than necessary, but
it is our way of offering safety and
security.
Handy levelling:
Our Adjustable Riser Supports
not only adjust to a certain
height, they also adapt to the
ground when used with the slope
correction or the self-levelling
accessories.
Recyclable:
Our Adjustable Risers are
made from 100% recycled
plastic (polypropylene) and
are 100% recyclable.

Hides services but retains easy
access for maintenance:
The elevated system promotes
good airflow and allows pipes,
cables, services and drainage
channels to be hidden away out
of sight and gives easy access for
maintenance.

CHOOSE YOUR
RISER BASE

SELECT THE
RIGHT TOP PLATE

ADD ACCESSORIES TO ASSIST
IN EASY INSTALLATION

PAVETUF ADJUSTABLE
RISER BASES

PAVETUF TOP PLATE

PAVETUF ACCESSORIES

All Top Plates fit into any base or side
base. Choose the one to suit your
application.

- Side bases for edge installation

First of all select the correct base that
goes up to your required height.

- HA5 Self Levelling for up to 5% correction
of uneven surfaces
- HS2 Slope Corrector for small slope
adjustments from 2% to 10%
- Edge Finishing Plates to help create a fascia
- F30 Extension to raise the height
where needed
- Rubber accessories to aid noise reduction.

Use on balconies, terraces or
flat roofs:
Paving and decks can be applied
to these areas with the use of our
innovative Top Plate, C3/4T BT,
due to its self-adhesive layer that
gives extra fixing support that is
crucial for these areas to help
reduce the risk of wind lift.
Further guidance:
To help determine the specific risers
needed for your project and volume
please refer to our Knowledge
Hub at www.pavetuf.co.uk. We
recommend you take expert advice
for safety critical applications.

3

www.pavetuf.co.uk

Pavetuf Adjustable Risers are designed
to enable the simple installation
of paving or decking for patios, flat
roofs, terraces and balconies.

Versatile:
Can be used with a variety of
different landscaping materials
including wood, porcelain paving,
concrete paving, natural stone
and composite decking boards,
so one or a combination of
any of these can be integrated
into designs, with the same
installation method.

Fast drainage:
The joints created by the risers,
allows water to seep through and
then be diverted.

2

ADJUSTABLE RISERS

BENEFITS
Easy to install:
Quick and easy to install and can
be moved repeatedly, so if you
move you can take your products
with you.

BY TALASEY

For full product information and for technical guidance please refer to www.pavetuf.co.uk.

IN STA LL
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PAVETUF EDGINGS
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Ideal for creating detail to your hard or soft
landscaping areas, from beautiful borders to
stylish driveways.
Pavetuf Straight
Aluminium Edging

Pavetuf Edge Restraint is a heavy-duty aluminium ‘L’
shaped edging providing a strong, unobtrusive edging
solution for hard landscaped areas and driveways.
- This joining system ensures each length joins to the
next simply and neatly.
- The flexible version gives the ability to create any
shape or design, due to the regular spacing of the
cut away ‘V’ shaped slots.
- For straight line precision, the non-flexible version
ensures straight lines and sharp right-angles are
quick and simple to achieve.
- Pavetuf Edge Restraints has height options available
from 18mm to 150mm.

- Ideal for creating stylish edges and contrasting
designs in conjunction with our Resiscape Resin
Bound Aggregates.

Pavetuf Edge Restraint
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Pavetuf Edge Restraints are available in nine different
depths and thicknesses to suit different applications,
for a full list of specifications, please refer to
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

Pavetuf Stainless Steel Edgings create a decorative
profile for the edge of 18-20mm porcelain and stone
paving. Designed for use externally, with matching
internal and external corner pieces. Ideal for creating
a clean contemporary finish on raised patio areas,
steps, swimming pools and borders.
For a full list of specifications, please refer to
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

PAVETUF STRAIGHT ALUMINIUM EDGING
Pavetuf Straight Edge is the perfect choice for edging our
Luxigraze Artificial Grass, lawns, borders, flower beds and
pathways giving a neat garden appearance with perfect
straight lines, crisp corners, gentle curves and shapes.
WHY USE ALUMINIUM EDGING:
- They are strong, long lasting with a clean edge and easy
to install.
- They will save hours of future edging work and do not
require painting or staining as they do not rust.
WE HAVE 2 STRAIGHT EDGE OPTIONS:
- Straight Aluminium Edging
- Heavy Duty Straight Aluminium Edging.
Both options come in a large variety of lengths and
joining pieces, for full detail of choices please refer to
www.pavetuf.co.uk.

Brown

Green

Natural

Black

www.pavetuf.co.uk

- They’re extremely strong and highly resistant to
heat and suitable for use with hot asphalt surface
finishing up to 180°C.

PAVETUF STAINLESS STEEL
EDGINGS AND INLAYS

EDGINGS

PAVETUF EDGE RESTRAINTS

P ROTECT

IN STA LL

PAVETUF DECORATIVE
CHANNEL DRAIN
Pavetuf Decorative Channel Drain offers a
lightweight, easy to install drainage system.
Available in a choice of decorative grate
patterns, in coloured or cast iron, to enhance
your paved area.

CATCH BASINS

BENEFITS
- Quick-fix durable design.
- Heel proof Grates.
- Component parts snap
together easily for speedy
installation. 

Slotted grate (grey and buff)

Fallen ash leaf grate (grey, black and cast iron)

Slotted catch basin (grey and buff)

Fallen ash leaf catch basin (grey, black and cast iron)

- Channel can be cut to
length and joined simply
with the coupling.
- Grates and Channels are
made with durable polyolefin,
which is lightweight and easy
to install. 
- UV inhibitors prevents fading
and cracking from the sun.

Chequer board swirl grate (grey, black and cast iron)

Chequer board swirl catch basin (grey, black and cast iron)

- System components
are chemical resistant
and rustproof. 

- Grates are removable
for quick drain inspection
or maintenance. 
- Easily attaches to mains
drainage.
- Catch Basins and Filters
help prevent dirt and debris
clogging up the drainage
system.

SATIN

Pavetuf sealants are non‑toxic, technically
advanced, water-based sealants which are
solvent-free, making them an environmentally
friendly option.

- Easy to apply sealer.

- Easy to apply sealer.

- Invisible sealer for long lasting protection.

- Satin-finish sealer for long lasting protection.

- Available in 1Ltr, 5Ltr and 25Ltr.

- Available in 1Ltr, 5Ltr and 25Ltr.

They have been designed to delay the
penetration of water and oily liquids allowing
time to clean up any spillage to prevent staining
of the hard landscaped area.

ULTRA OPTIONS

With the added benefit of being breathable,
not only can they be used to seal your paving
before installation, they can also be used
immediately after.
All sealants can be used both internally and
externally. We recommend using a paintbrush
for internal projects.

The Ultra product options provide our highest level of sealant protection, with superior stain
repellent properties, that allow for a longer period of time before any spillages will soak into and
stain the paving. This gives homeowners more time before they need to clean any spillages.

INVISIBLE ULTRA

SATIN ULTRA

- Professional deep penetrating sealer.

- Professional deep penetrating sealer.

- Invisible Ultra Sealer giving the highest level
of protection and superior stain resistance.

- Satin Ultra sealer giving the highest level of
protection and superior stain resistance.

- Available in 1Ltr and 2.5Ltr.

- Available in 1Ltr and 2.5Ltr.

BACK TO BLACK
- Colour reviving sealer.

- Maximum load 4.0 t / 8,818
lbs (A15 for channel only).

- Available in 1Ltr, 5Ltr and 25Ltr.

- Maximum load 9.5 t / 29,944
lbs (B125 in combination with
grate, surround by ready mix).
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INVISIBLE

- Load Class A15 / B125 in
accordance with EN1433:
2003.

For full product information, installation instruction and technical guidance
please visit our Knowledge Hub at www.pavetuf.co.uk.
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Protect your paving with our highquality range of sealant products.

STANDARD OPTIONS

BY TALASEY

- Restores black stones and granite.

Please note the 25ltr tubs are only available to order, lead times will apply.

For full product information and for technical guidance please refer to www.pavetuf.co.uk.

www.pavetuf.co.uk

- Recyclable. 

- Optimal drainage performance
is ideally suited to light
duty applications. 

OUR SEALANTS INCLUDE:

DRAINAGE & SEALERS

GRATES

PROTECT IT WITH
PAVETUF SEALERS

MA INTA IN

BY TALASEY

OUR CLEANERS
INCLUDE:
WALL & RENDER CLEANER

A concentrated acid-free cleaner for use on composite
decking, fencing and doors.

A non-corrosive cleaner for the removal of organic
growths and staining for brick and rendered walls.

RESIN BOUND CLEANER

GENERAL CLEANER*

A powerful acid-free heavy-duty cleaner for resin bound
aggregate surfaces.

A general acid-free cleaner for regular maintenance on all
hard landscaping areas.

GREEN OFF CLEANER

RUST REMOVER

A powerful cleaner for the removal of algae, moss, leaf
staining and organic growths from all hard landscaping areas.

An effective, non-corrosive rust stain remover for hard
landscaping products.

WOOD DECK CLEANER

SALT ERASER

Effective for the removal of organic growths and a variety
of stains from wooden decking.

For the removal of efflorescence/salt from the surfaces of
paths, drives and patios.

UPVC & FASCIA CLEANER

SEALER REMOVER

An effective UPVC cleaner for the removal of organic
growths and a variety of stains.

Easy to use sealer remover for use on solvent and
polymer-based sealers, paints and varnishes.

DEEP CLEANER*

PORCELAIN CLEANER*

An enhanced acid-free cleaner with deep penetrating
properties for the easy removal of heavy soil from all
hard landscaping areas.

A high performance, non-acidic cleaner safe for use with
porcelain and ceramic which can be used both internally
and externally.

Please note: All the cleaners are available in various sizes.
*Can be used internally as well as externally.

For full product information and for technical guidance please refer to www.pavetuf.co.uk.
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Using the wrong cleaners can damage your investment! To keep your
products looking spick and span all year round, you can rely on our
comprehensive range of external use, Pavetuf specialist cleaners.
The range boasts twelve different options and has been designed for
general everyday use, through to removing specific stubborn stains.

COMPOSITE CLEANER

CLEANERS

MAINTAIN THE LOOK WITH PAVETUF CLEANERS
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Luxigraze® is an established range of high-quality artificial
grass products designed for beautiful, all year round, low
maintenance gardens. Luxigraze is available in a variety of
specifications, each providing a durable, child and pet-friendly
lawn, creating a safe outdoor environment for all the family.
Versatile

WHY CHOOSE
LUXIGRAZE?

Can be used in a wide range of applications, to
improve the look of any outdoor space.

Excellent Drainage

UV GUARANTEE

Longer Lasting

Luxigraze is supplied with a 10 Year UV Guarantee.
It is extremely hardwearing, long-lasting and should
withstand regular use, even in areas of high traffic.

Ideal for Children & Pets

Luxigraze provides a safe and clean alternative to
natural grass whilst putting a stop to the never-ending
struggle to keep pets clean. Artificial grass is extremely
robust and will cope with even the most playful and
demanding of children and pets.

No Grass Pollen

With zero pollen count,
Luxigraze will not set off any
dreaded hayfever symptoms!

Reduces the use of water and chemicals in the garden, as
there is no need to water it, or use pesticides or fertilisers
which can be harmful to the environment. This also
reduces any maintenance costs, saving on the water bill.
Insects can also thrive in the lush and dense surrounds of
artificial grass (without encountering mower blades).

High-quality Backing

Holds the grass blades in place, preventing them from
being pulled out, providing enhanced grass strength.

SOME GUIDANCE:
For great pre-purchase tips and post-installation care and advice,
we strongly recommend you continue your research by reading our
informative reference document, Understanding and Installing Luxigraze
Artificial Grass. Visit the Knowledge Hub on www.luxigraze.co.uk for
more information.

- We recommend that you roll out the artificial grass and leave to settle, for a minimum of 24 hours,
before installing, to allow it to relax and acclimatise.
- Product sizes, weight and coverages stated are nominal.
- Each order is cut from the same batch to ensure colour consistency. Please be aware that if you place
multiple orders there could be a slight colour variation.
- Pile direction needs to be taken into consideration when measuring, planning and installing.

Scan the code for more information
This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.

For more detailed product specifications, installation guide and information
on our Luxigraze product range please visit www.luxigraze.co.uk.

www.luxigraze.co.uk
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10 YEAR
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Environmental Credentials

Luxigraze Artificial Grasses consist of a multi-tone
green pile, with a brown thatch, providing a realistic
appearance, which is soft and lush underfoot.

27 Super Luxury

Artificial Grass

No mowing, no watering, no mud!

More Natural Look

Luxigraze

BY TALASEY

Low Maintenance

Pre-punched for drainage, making it highly
permeable (in most cases it drains more efficiently
than natural grass, and it dries out quicker too!).

PERFECTION ALL
YEAR ROUND

Natural Grass

BY TALASEY
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ARTIFICIAL GRASS

LUXIGRAZE
ARTIFICIAL GRASS
FEEL THE LUXURY

32 Luxury

30 Luxury

32 Luxury

40 Luxury

27 Super Luxury

35mm

30mm

32mm

40mm

27mm

Luxigraze 35 Recyclable is an
innovative, eco-friendly and 100%
recyclable artificial grass. With no
compromise on performance, this
high-quality product boasts a super
soft and resilient pile, with superior
drainage, to provide
the ultimate in luxury.

Luxigraze 30 Luxury is a luscious,
soft artificial grass, designed to
provide a beautiful, realistic looking
lawn. The natural texture is created
by the soft, yet hardwearing yarn,
providing a luxurious feel, which is
particularly suitable for children to
play on. A perfect choice for lawns,
schools and nurseries.

Luxigraze 32 Luxury is designed
to look as stunning as natural
turf. This high-quality artificial
grass is flexible and durable,
creating a soft and comfortable
feel underfoot. Transform your
lawn, garden or play area with this
versatile artificial grass.

Providing a top-quality, long
lush appearance, the Luxigraze
40 Luxury looks and feels
great in any garden or outdoor
space. The slightly longer
40mm pile height, which is soft
and cushioning, gives a spring
meadow look all year round.

A top of the range, exceptionally
lush artificial grass, Luxigraze 27
Super Luxury is a superior quality for
garden lovers. Combining a dense
deep pile, with natural looking multi
green fibres, it is super soft yet super
resilient, creating a luxurious lawn.
Perfect for landscaping, gardens,
schools and nurseries.

Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
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Luxigraze Artificial Grasses are supplied in 2m and 4m widths, cut to your required length
(to the nearest 10cm) up to 25m. There is a minimum order of 1m length.

10 YEAR
UV GUARANTEE

www.luxigraze.co.uk

35 Recyclable

BY TALASEY
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PREMIUM CHOICE

30 Premium
118

20 Standard*

20 Premium

30 Premium

Pro Putt

20mm Mini Rolls

20mm

30mm

15mm

With a pile height of 18-20mm,
Luxigraze 20 Standard is
perfect for balconies and play
areas whilst offering great value
for those on a modest budget.
20 Standard is supplied in
pre-cut and pre-packed Mini
Rolls, size 1m x 4m.

With a shorter 20mm pile height,
Luxigraze 20 Premium gives the
appearance of a freshly cut lawn
all year round. Ideal for roof
terraces, patios, balconies and
lawns.

For a natural looking lawn, Luxigraze
30 Premium is the perfect choice.
Utilising soft and hardwearing fibres,
it is a realistic alternative to natural
grass that looks and feels like the
real thing! A popular choice for
lawns, landscapes and schools.

If you want to perfect your putting in
the comfort of your own home, this is
the choice for you!

Luxigraze Artificial Grasses are supplied in 2m and 4m widths, cut to your required length
(to the nearest 10cm) up to 25m. There is a minimum order of 1m length.
*Please note the 20 Standard does not come with a 10 year UV guarantee.

Also available as Midi-Rolls, in the
below pre-cut sizes:
6m x 2m
5m x 2m
4m x 2m.

Consisting of 15mm finely fibrillated
fibre, Prograze 15 Putt is designed
for domestic putting green use. It will
require a sand dressing of fine dried
silica sand at a rate of approximately
12kg/m2 (this could be increased
depending on the speed required).

10 YEAR
UV GUARANTEE

www.luxigraze.co.uk

Luxigraze

ARTIFICIAL GRASS

LUXIGRAZE
ARTIFICIAL GRASS

Luxigraze
Accessories

BY TALASEY

Designed to aid the simple installation and
maintenance of Luxigraze Artificial Grass,
Luxigraze offers its own range of accessories.

Pavetuf Edgings are a great choice for edging your
Luxigraze Artificial Grass. See page 108.

LUXIGRAZE U PINS

– 310ML

– 150 X 30 X 4MM

- Moisture curing, solvent-free, polyurethane adhesive, designed
to bond the underside of artificial grass to jointing tape and /
or a solid sub-base for a secure finish.

- Galvanised and heavy-duty, to secure the perimeter
of your Luxigraze Artificial Grass to soft ground.
- The U Pin sits below the pile and its green top
will be camouflaged.

- 1 cartridge covers 2-3 linear metres of Luxigraze Jointing
Tape or provides a 10m bead (when fixing to a solid sub-base.

- Supplied in packs of 10.

LUXIGRAZE JOINTING TAPE

LUXIGRAZE SPOT CLEANER

– 20CM WIDE

– 1 LITRE

- A strong geotextile fabric designed to be used in conjunction
with Luxigraze Adhesive to join artificial grass.

- Designed for use on artificial grass, in an easy to use
trigger spray bottle.

- Available in 20m and 100m rolls or cut to length
to the nearest metre.

SMELLS LIKE
FRESHLY CUT
GRASS

LUXIGRAZE SELF ADHESIVE
JOINTING TAPE

- Removes dirt, grease, animal droppings, algae and moss,
whilst adding a freshly cut grass fragrance.

LUXIGRAZE CLEANSER
– 5 LITRE

– 20CM WIDE

- With a freshly cut grass fragrance, it helps suppress
bacteria, algae and fungal growth.

- Simple application, allowing speedy joining of Luxigraze
Artificial Grass, creating instant seams.
- Available in 5m lengths.

27 Super Luxury shown with Vitripiazza Anno Grigio

www.luxigraze.co.uk

- A powerful concentrated artificial grass cleaner, which
is safe and easy to use.

- Constructed with a non-woven fabric, which is
durable and strong.
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INSTALLATION & CLEANING

LUXIGRAZE ADHESIVE
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WHY CHOOSE PIRANHA?
Responsibly Sourced
- Talasey Ltd are FSC® certified and by choosing Piranha
you are helping to take care of the world’s forests.
- All of our wood powder comes from responsible sources.
- For every 323 boards we manufacture we save 1000kg of

100% FSC COMPOSITE DECKING

PIRANHA TAKES
CARE OF IT!

Developed using advanced and innovative technology, Piranha offers; an
unrivalled level of performance, enhanced aesthetics and is a contemporary
alternative to traditional looking, high maintenance timber decking, fencing
and cladding.
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- Recycled materials.

Low Maintenance

High Performance

- No staining or painting required

- Slip resistant

- UV stable

- Highly durable

- Easy clean

- Will not rot, warp or split

Keep your Piranha products looking brand
new, with our Pavetuf Composite Cleaner.
For more detailed product specifications, installation guide and
information on our Piranha product range please visit our Knowledge
Hub on www.piranhadecking.co.uk.

Scan the code for more information
This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this product range.

See page 112.

www.piranhadecking.co.uk

Piranha® is a responsibly sourced range of
composite decking, fencing and cladding
solutions designed to create attractive, durable,
practical, and low maintenance outdoor flooring
and fencing solutions.

plastic from polluting our oceans or landfill.

TERRAFUZION

BY TALASEY

Accessory
Pieces

product shows an enhanced woodgrain and is dual sided to reveal different
shades of the same colour palette. TerraFuzion, therefore offers homeowners six
colour options and the ability to create bespoke and on-trend designs, utilising
Piranha Starter Clips
with black screw
(25 per box)

contrasting sides of a TerraFuzion product. The TerraFuzion range is a beautiful
alternative to traditional timber decking. It also has six matching single colour
Edging Boards and six matching single colour Fascia Boards, to finish the decked
area neatly and professionally.

- A 25 year guarantee
(for domestic applications).
- Fire Rating – B.

Pack Info
Dimensions in
millimetres

- Maximum performance
against stains and scratching
due to its heavy-duty
HDPE capping.

Deck Board
3600 x 140 x 23

Weight - 1100kg
Pieces Per Pack - 112
Bundle Quantity - 4

- Increased protection against
fading and weathering –
providing the boards with
an extra-long life.

Fascia Board
3600 x 120 x 10

Linear M - 403.20
Edging Board

Pieces Per Pack - 160
Bundle Quantity - 4
Linear M - 576.0

Weight - 1200kg
Pieces Per Pack - 112
Bundle Quantity - 4

SS

Piranha Edging Clips
with black screw
(100 per box)*

Linear M - 403.20

*Available Summer
2021

Share your projects
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Espresso
Side A

A

B

Espresso

Side B
Mocha

Mocha
Sandstone
A

Side A

B

Sandstone

Side B
Island Mist

Island Mist

Slate
A

Side A

B
Graphite

Slate

Side B
Graphite

Please note the Edgings and
Fascias are not dual coloured, with

Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey
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Piranha End Clips
with black screw
(25 per box)

Edging Board

the same colour on both sides.

Espresso/Mocha

www.piranhadecking.co.uk

3600 x 140 x 23

Weight - 830kg

TerraFuzion Universal
Clips with black screw
(100 per box)

Timber Effect

TERRAFUZION

The TerraFuzion range also comes with:

DUAL SIDED

TerraFuzion is a range of three premium composite decking products. Each

Colours

HUNTER

BY TALASEY

Accessory
Pieces

woodgrain effect pattern on one side and a colour matching traditional grooved
finish on the reverse; meaning they can be laid either way or contrasted to create
unique designs. The Hunter range also has three matching Edging Boards, along
Piranha Starter Clips
with black screw
(25 per box)

with three matching Fascia Boards to complete the decked area and these have
the same enhanced woodgrain finish on one side.

Hunter Universal Clips
with black screw
(100 per box)

- A 10 year guarantee
(for domestic applications).
- Fire Rating – C.

Pack Info
Dimensions in
millimetres

Deck Board
3600 x 136 x 25

Weight - 1100kg
Pieces Per Pack - 112
Bundle Quantity - 4

Fascia Board
3600 x 150 x 10

Linear M - 403.20

3600 x 136 x 25

Pieces Per Pack - 140
Bundle Quantity - 4
Linear M - 576.0

Weight - 1200kg
Pieces Per Pack - 112
Bundle Quantity - 4

Piranha Edging Clips
with black screw
(100 per box)*

SS

Linear M - 403.20

*Available Summer
2021
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Brown

Edging Board
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Anthracite

Timber effect

Grooved effect

Mid Grey

Timber effect

Grooved effect

Brown

Timber effect

Grooved effect
www.piranhadecking.co.uk

Edging Board

Weight - 1000kg

Piranha End Clips
with black screw
(25 per box)

Board Effect

HUNTER

The Hunter range also comes with:

REVERSIBLE

Hunter is a range of three composite decking products. Each colour option has a

Colours

FENCING
Piranha’s fully capped composite fencing is available in four modern
colours, each displaying an enhanced woodgrain finish on both sides.

To enable ease of ordering and simple installation, we offer
pre-collated kits that include all the elements of the fencing,
posts and fixings that you may need, it couldn’t be easier.

BY TALASEY

Kit Options
Antique Grey

KIT

– 1 no. 1.9m post with Bolt-down plate, cap, post skirt
Fence Kit 1800 Bolt-down

Fence Kit 1800 In-ground fix

– 1x 2.4m post, cap, 2 x side strips, top and
bottom trims
– 12 x fence boards (1.8m)
– 1x 1.9m post with Bolt-down plate, cap, post skirt

Fence Kit w/Trellis Bolt-down

– 2 x side strips, fixing kit, top and bottom trims, trellis
– 9 x fence boards (1.8m)

also have a trellis option.

– 1x 2.4m post, cap,

The Fencing Range is available in these colours:

Fence Kit w/Trellis In-ground fix

– 2 x side strips, top and bottom trims, trellis,
– 9 x fence boards (1.8m)
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DIMENSIONS
Each made up kit is 1.8m in height and 1.8m wide
(based on measurement from middle of post to middle
of post)
Each made up kit has a finished size of 1.8m in height
and 1.8m wide (based on measurement from middle
of post to middle of post, with a post height of 1.9m
above ground level)
Each made up kit is 1.8m in height and 1.8m wide
(based on measurement from middle of post to
middle of post)

FENCING

‘In-ground’ kits, so the fencing can be literally fixed into the ground. Both types

– 2 no. side strips, fixing kit, top and bottom trims
– 12 x fence boards to create 1 full panel, 1.8m x 1.8m

Two of the kits are ‘Bolt-down’ kits, which means the fencing can be bolted
onto any flat surface including concrete, paving and decking and we have two

KIT INCLUDES

Each made up kit is 1.8m in height and 1.8m wide
(based on measurement from middle of post to
middle of post)

Trellis Options
Black
Carbon

Antique
Grey

Brown
Cedar

Slate
Grey

All of the component parts are available to order separately for bespoke
requirements, simply call our Customer Experience Team on 0330 333 8030
for details on our made to order solutions.
As with all Piranha products, the fencing is low maintenance, durable against
- A fully capped top for additional protection
- Dual-sided woodgrain finish
- A 25-year warranty
- Class D Fire Rating
- The option of kit form or bespoke with mounting
- Flexibility to be fitted to existing concrete posts
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If you select a Fence Kit with a Trellis, there is a choice of two Trellis designs.
Both designs are available in Anthracite only.

Piranha Fencing Accessories
INFORMATION
To accompany the Fence Kits, Piranha has a range of optional accessories including:
Gate Kits

For the full range and details please go to

Post Caps

www.piranhadecking.co.uk

Post Skirts

or call the Customer Experience Team on

Deco Slats Kits

0330 333 8030

www.piranhadecking.co.uk

the elements, long-lasting and Piranha fencing boasts:

INFORMATION

CLADDING
contemporary way to style their outside living space. First, choose from one
of four colours with an enhanced woodgrain finish and then decide on the
style, Piranha Premium Cladding for a traditional style or Piranha Shadow Gap
Cladding, for a modern sleek ‘slated’ look.

The Cladding Range is available in these colours:

Black Carbon Antique Grey

Black Carbon Antique Grey

THICKNESS MM

KG PER PACK

PIECE PER PACK

BUNDLE QUANTITY

LINEAR M

3600 x 170mm Cladding Board

26

1301.34

138

2

496.8

3600 x 81mm End Fascia Trim

56

909.36

216

4

777.6

3600mm x 81mm Corner Fascia Trim

81

655.62

147

3

529.2

Aluminium Clip and Screw

n/a

1.1

100

n/a

n/a

THICKNESS MM

KG PER PACK

PIECE PER PACK

BUNDLE QUANTITY

LINEAR M

20

1093

132

3

475.2

3600 x 60mm End Fascia Trim

47

1728

440

4

1728

3600 x 70mm Inside Corner
Fascia Trim

70

1964

196

4

1267.2

3600 x 79mm Joining Fascia Trim

45

1027

408

2

950.4

3600 x 69mm Outside Corner
Fascia Trim

69

1241

324

4

806.4

Aluminium Starter Strip

n/a

3.03

4

14.4

n/a

Aluminium Clip and Screw

n/a

0.6

100

n/a

n/a

Premium Cladding
SINGLE SIZE
3600 x 167mm (150mm fitted)
Cladding Board

Brown Cedar

Slate Grey

Brown Cedar

Slate Grey

Although different in style, both the Premium and Shadow Gap
Cladding share the same outstanding performance attributes:
- Fully capped surfaces for additional protection
- Comes with a 25-year warranty
- Class D Fire Rated as standard*
- Concealed fixing system, enabling the cladding to be
fitted vertically or horizontally, giving extra design options

Concealed fixing system

The Piranha cladding ranges can be used for:
Landscape Gardens | Garden Buildings | Residential Projects |
Commercial Projects | Modular Buildings | Industrial Applications
*Please note Class B Fire Rated options are available, please contact the
Customer Experience Team for details on 0330 333 8030.
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www.piranhadecking.co.uk

SINGLE SIZE

CLADDING

Shadow Gap Cladding
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Shadow Gap Cladding

Piranha composite cladding offers homeowners and designers a

Premium Cladding

BY TALASEY

Shadow Gap Cladding in Brown Cedar

WHY CHOOSE RESISCAPE?

ESCAPE THE
ORDINARY

Fast Delivery

Versatile

Colours are stocked

Use for pathways,

and available direct to

driveways, patios and

site within 48 hours.

much more.

Slip Resistance

UV Stable

Good slip resistance

Providing longevity of colour.

BY TALASEY
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properties as standard.

Quick Installation

Strength
The Resiscape system is one of the

Depending on the size of the

strongest resin bound systems

area, Resiscape can usually

available on the market today,

be installed within 1 day,

being almost twice as strong as

minimising disruption to

some others that are available.

family life.

Resiscape® offers an alternative
external flooring system, that is
ideal for both domestic driveways
and commercial projects.

Smooth Surface

SuDS Compliant
The Resiscape system is fully

Ideal for wheelchair use,

permeable when used in

children, bicycles and

conjunction with an appropriately

accessibility.

designed sub-base. This eliminates
the need for planning permission
that may be required due to
Sustainable Drainage Regulations.

This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.

For further great pre-purchase tips and technical advice, we strongly
recommend you continue your research by reading our informative reference
document, Understanding and Installing Resiscape.
To download a digital document, visit our Knowledge Hub on www.resiscape.co.uk.
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www.resiscape.co.uk

Scan the code for more information

RESIN BOUND AGGREGATE
SYSTEM – STANDARD COLOURS
Our natural aggregates have been specially dried and are ready to use in
pre-measured bags. The Resiscape range offers eight standard colours to suit
any project.

Black Basalt

Red Granite

Brittany Bronze

Danish Quartz

Silver Blue

Winter Quartz

Warm Summers
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STANDARD COLOURS

Dorset Gold

BY TALASEY

Each Resiscape kit will cover a maximum of 4m2 at a 15mm depth.
- This is based on laying on a smooth surface. We recommend that an extra
10% is ordered as provision for undulations in the base.
- For heavier vehicles and driveways with turning circles, a thicker layer of the
product is recommended. Full coverage specification advice can be found in
our Understanding and Installing Resiscape Guide.

Silver Blue

Each 4m2
kit contains

1 x 12.5kg Bag of 1-3mm Aggregate*
1 x 6.25kg Bag of C50 Sand
1 x Tub of Part A Resin

Share your projects

1 x Tub of Part B Hardener

Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey

Please note: All weights and measurements are

Brittany Bronze
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For full product information and for technical
guidance please refer to www.resiscape.co.uk.

nominal with a tolerance of +/- 5%
*The Dorset Gold Aggregate is 1-2mm

www.resiscape.co.uk

Edging see page 108

3 x 25kg Bags of 2-5mm Aggregate

RESIN BOUND AGGREGATE
SYSTEM – SPECIAL BLENDS
If you are looking for something a little different, we offer twelve more colours to
choose from, which are pre-mixed blends of different aggregate colours. These
special blends colours come in the same 4m2 kits as the standard colours.

Midnight Ash

Star Dust

Regal Bronze

Lady Bird

Quartz Knight

Winter Moon

Regal Tweed

English Rose

Rose Garden

Silver Shadow

Winter Shine
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SPECIAL BLENDS

Twilight Moon

BY TALASEY

nominal with a tolerance of +/- 5%

English Rose
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For full product information and for technical guidance
please refer to www.resiscape.co.uk.

www.resiscape.co.uk

Please note: All weights and measurements are

REINFORCED RESISCAPE
MATTING SYSTEM

BENEFITS OF USING THE REINFORCED
RESISCAPE MATTING SYSTEM:

This innovative system can be used for
areas without a pre-existing tarmac or
concrete base, or without the need to lay
a new one.

- Natural looking seamless finish

The base you will need, will depend on the type of use you want to use your
area for, but this system may result in minimal digging out. It is also the best
option towards enabling a SuDS compliant permeable option.

- 15 years minimum lifespan

For driveways and vehicle weights approximate to a 4x4, the recommended
coverage is 40mm.
For full advice on this system and sub-bases, please refer to our Understanding
and Installing Resiscape Guide and other technical guidance documents at our
Knowledge Hub on www.resiscape.co.uk.
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- Does not need large machinery to install
- Minimum dig - minimum disruption

MATTING

When using the Reinforced Matting System, for areas of foot traffic, 30mm
coverage is recommended. Certain site conditions will not require any
digging out.

GEOTEXTILE FABRIC

- Strength and durability
- No asphalt or concrete sub-base required
- SuDS compliant permeable system

REINFORCED PLASTIC MATTING

- Low maintenance, hard wearing

www.resiscape.co.uk

The Geotextile Fabric is for use in conjunction with the Reinforced
Plastic Matting to create the Reinforced Resiscape Matting System
for resin-bound surfacing.
For full product information and for technical guidance please refer to www.resiscape.co.uk.
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Silver Blue with Black Basalt

RESIFLEX
ResiFlex is an alternative to
the Resin Bound Aggregate kits.
For use in pedestrian areas and cycle tracks, creating a Resin Bound
Rubberstone surface. Using 50% recycled rubber content and 50% natural
aggregate in each mix giving an added environmental benefit.
BENEFITS OF RESIFLEX:
- Minimum dig - minimum disruption,
lay directly onto a granular sub-base

- Cycle Tracks

- Flexible

- Patios

- Recycled rubber content

- Courtyards (with no vehicular traffic)

- Low maintenance

- Equestrian Centres
- Tree Pits

-G
 ood slip resistant properties
as standard

AVAILABLE IN A CHOICE OF FIVE COLOURS:

ResiFlex
Dorset Gold

ResiFlex
Red Granite

ResiFlex
Brittany Bronze

- Low impact
-S
 uDS compliant system when used
in conjunction with an appropriately
designed sub-base
- Economical

ResiFlex
Danish Quartz

RESIPOUR

- Suitable for flower pots
and borders.
- Simple and easy to apply with
a watering can or an airless
garden sprayer.
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Each kit will cover 4.3m2 at a depth of 25mm laid onto concrete or asphalt
or 3.6m2 at a depth of 30mm, if laid on compacted stone.

Each 4.3m2
kit contains

2 x 25kg Bags of 2-5mm Aggregate
2 x 25kg Bags of 2-6mm Recycled Rubber Chippings
1 x 6.5kg Bag of C50 Sand
1 x tub Part A Resin
1 x tub Part B Resin
Please note: Unlike the Resin Bound Aggregate
Systems, ResiFlex is not UV stable.

For full product information and for technical guidance please refer to www.resiscape.co.uk.
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RESISCAPE SPIRIT CLEANER - 5LTR
The Resiscape Spirit Cleaner is designed for use during the
installation of resin bound systems. We recommend the cleaner
is used to clean the trowel throughout installation, as well as
the forced action mixer, to prevent the resin/aggregate mix from
sticking to these tools and curing.
Top Tip: For a very even finish, apply the Resiscape Spirit
Cleaner to the trowel and smooth over the laid surface.

RESISCAPE PRIMER - 5LTR

RESISCAPE CRUSHED GLASS - 6.25KG
Resiscape Crushed Glass can be used during installation to provide
extra slip resistance to the surface. The glass must be scattered over
the tacky surface sparingly, to avoid any patches of glass which could
then affect the colour of the installation. When scattered sparingly a
6.5kg bag can cover approximately 13m2.

Resiscape Primer is recommended when installing onto a
concrete surface, creating a stronger bond between the resin
and the sub-base. Each 5ltr tin covers around 30m2 and can be
applied using a decorator’s roller brush.

RESISCAPE ACCELERATOR - 1LTR
The Resiscape Accelerator should be used to speed up the
curing time of the laid system if the air temperature is cooler
than 20°C.
If the accelerator is not used, it can take longer than 24 hours
for the system to fully cure in cooler temperatures.
Air Temperature (°C)

Resiscape Accelerator Addition Ratio

20° and above

Accelerator not necessary

15-20°

1.6ml per 6.5kg bucket/4m2 kit

10-15°

3.0ml per 6.5kg bucket/4m2 kit

5-10°

4.2ml per 6.5kg bucket/4m2 kit

RESISCAPE GLOPATH
Resiscape GloPath is an angular photoluminescent chipping, for use in
our Resiscape Resin Bound Aggregate System. The GloPath chipping
creates an ambient glow which can be seen in the dark, making it
useful for areas with no artificial lighting.

www.resiscape.co.uk

- ResiPour is a UV stable,
water-based resin designed for
bonding and stabilising nontrafficked loose garden stone and
decorative aggregates holding
them in place.

ResiFlex
Silver Blue

Resiscape offers a fantastic range of accessories that are essential for
the successful installation and maintenance of Resiscape kits.

RESIFLEX & ACCESSORIES

RESIFLEX IS SUITABLE FOR THE
FOLLOWING APPLICATIONS:
- Pathways

Brittany Bronze

AC C E S S O R I E S

BY TALASEY
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WHY CHOOSE DELLAORA?

Plug & Play
Anyone can install our outdoor lights quickly and
without the help of a professional installer.

Simple to Install
Simply connect the Dellaora Lighting Systems light’s
cable to the cable from the transformer - Plug & Play!

Safe to Use
Absolutely safe for children and pets.

www.dellaora.co.uk

This will take you to the relevant website and
more detail on this brand.

ED LIGHTING FOR Y
O
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Scan the code for more information
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Dellaora Landscape Lighting Systems
offers a wide range of high-quality
outdoor garden and landscape lights.
We have selected and developed a
comprehensive and beautiful range of
outdoor lighting to suit most
applications.
®

12

V

LIGHTING UP
OUTDOOR SPACES

0

1
2
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Deck And Patio Lights
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LE

Ground Lights

Drive Over Lights

SPOT AND
FLOOD LIGHTS
Spot Lights
Flood Lights

Extensions
Transformers
Controllers
Cables
Mounts

Flood Lights

Rock Lights

For simplicity, the deck and patio
lights and spotlights are available in
starter kit bundles, providing all the
accessories required.
Additional lights can be added to the Starter Kits and all the
lighting and accessory components can be purchased as separate

O

Rock Lights

LIGHTING
ACCESSORIES

OO
D
UT

Ground Lights

Bollard Lights

TING MADE S
IMP

Decking Lights

BOLLARDS

Spot Lights

GH
R LI

DECKING AND
GROUND LIGHTS

LIGHTING SYSTEMS

Dellaora offers a comprehensive range
of outdoor lighting including:

Drive Over Lights

Bollards
Please call our Customer Experience Team on:
0330 333 8030 or visit www.dellaora.co.uk for further details.

Wall Lights
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Share your projects
Discover inspiration on Instagram using #InspiredByTalasey

www.dellaora.co.uk

items, to meet the needs of specific and bespoke requirements.

TRUST IN TALASEY

GENERAL PRODUCT INFO RMATION AND GUIDANCE
ABOUT US
Talasey Ltd is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of high-quality, ethically sourced
landscaping products. We supply a large range of branded landscaping products
including Natural Paving, Vitripiazza, Baksteen, Pavetuf, Resiscape, Luxigraze
Piranha and Dellaora to businesses and their consumers. We have a team of highly
experienced sales and technical staff who are available to provide advice and
guidance on our products. For further information please contact our Customer
Experience Team on 0330 333 8030.
For further important details about our products please refer to our product
brand websites (www.naturalpaving.co.uk, www.vitripiazza.co.uk,
www.baksteen.co.uk, www.pavetuf.co.uk, www.resiscape.co.uk,
www.luxigraze.co.uk, www.piranhadecking.co.uk and www.dellaora.co.uk).

PURCHASING
OUR PRODUCTS

We have Understanding and Installing
Guides for all our ranges that we
recommend you read prior to purchase.
They are designed to help you with your
choice, what to expect upon delivery,
some basic installation advice and how
to look after your investment.

If you would like to purchase any
product/s from our range, please
contact us directly through our
Customer Experience Team. We
can assist you by providing contact
details for our network of stockists,
designers and/or installers. All sales
will be subject to applicable Terms and
Conditions which are available directly
upon request.

WASTAGE

Samples are available by enquiry through
our Customer Experience Team, our website
or through your local merchant.

Allow for cuts and positioning during install,
allow for individual units with characteristics
that may not be to the users personal liking
and, in addition, consider that due to the
nature of some of our products and the
journeys that they endure to get to your door
some breakages may be incurred. Therefore,
we recommend that you order an additional
5-10% on the volume calculated.

DISTRIBUTION
Talasey Ltd’s products are available to our
stockists for collection or delivery from our
distribution centres at Tilbury, Doncaster
and Grangemouth.

UPON DELIVERY

SPECIFICATIONS

All products must be checked on arrival and
in the unlikely event of products reaching
you in a less than satisfactory condition,
please refer to your stockist immediately,
allowing time for the affected product to
be replaced. Do not install any affected
product as we will be unable to consider
changing it nor will we accept any installation
costs. We recommend if you are going to be
away from home whilst the product is laid
by a contractor, check you’re happy with it
before you go.

We reserve the right to change, or
discontinue, any of our product
specifications or designs without notice. We
cannot accept any liability for products used
for purposes that they were not intended
for. We recommend taking expert advice on
the suitability of products for your specific
needs. The product names of our Natural
Paving range do not always relate to the
geology of the stone. Product Specification
and Design Guidance documents are
available on request, via your local merchant
or stockist.

DIMENSIONS

INSTALLATION

All sizes and coverages stated throughout
this portfolio are estimates and will be
subject to minor variation, subject to
tolerances. Tolerances will vary from
product to product and specific guidance
should be sought from our Customer
Experience Team before placing an order.

We have Planning and Laying Guides and/
or technical advice available on our product
brand websites, (as above), to assist your
installation. If in doubt, always speak to a
local expert and/or carry out research from
reputable independent sources.

This portfolio and all of the information within it is copyright of Talasey Ltd 2021 | Portfolio designed by A Story Called www.astorycalled.co.uk.

The images in this portfolio are only indicative of the shades, and
their proportions, that may be represented in any given production
batch, particularly with natural stone ranges. The colours shown are
as accurate as reprographic processes allow.
Crates and packs should be mixed during installation to create
a blend across your entire delivery to avoid colour banding,
particularly relevant for Natural Paving, Vitripiazza, Baksteen,
Resiscape and Pavetuf jointing products. Mixing packs is
recommended even if the entire delivery has been batch matched.
Always try and order enough product to complete the project
to minimise batch variation and try not to mix sources of supply
without checking compatibility, prior to install.
Bear in mind, with natural products and those containing
aggregates, as we or our partners, work through a quarry, shades
will alter so batches bought previously, or installations shown in our
imagery, may vary from current supply.
For Vitripiazza, Luxigraze, Baksteen and Piranha, it is strongly
recommended you check all the product supplied is from the same
production batch before commencing installation.
For Resiscape aggregates it is not always possible to supply
bags all from the same batch. This should be managed by
checking before installation commences and managing the
batches throughout the project.

WEATHERING
Over time, environmental conditions and types of use will impact
on our paving and walling products; from organic discolourations,
such as algae, bird droppings and fallen leaves through to general
soiling and tyre marks etc, and the appearance of our products may
be affected. Darker staining agents will be more apparent on lighter
coloured paved areas. Regular cleaning of all of our products is
recommended.
Due to the composition of natural stone, and natural
aggregates, and as its mineral content oxidises, colour
variations may also occur.
Talasey cannot accept responsibility for any potential weathering
characteristics or the effects of potentially deleterious materials.

MAINTENANCE &
CLEANING

DESIGNER &
INSTALLER NETWORK

For full advice, refer to our Understanding
and Installing Guides in our Knowledge Hub.

Please note that our scheme is designed
to provide a list of members that are
independent contractors, installers and
designers, to assist you in choosing a
landscaping professional. Talasey Ltd cannot
accept credit or responsibility for their actions
and work.

We have a wide range of Pavetuf maintenance
and cleaning products to either help protect
your products or make cleaning easier. Refer
to our website www.pavetuf.co.uk.

HEALTH & SAFETY
For full advice, refer to our Understanding
and Installing Guides in our Knowledge
Hub and always follow the product labels.
Material Safety Data Sheets are available
on request.
It is your responsibility to ensure that you
comply with all applicable health and safety
legislation and guidelines.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We would like to thank our Designer &
Installer Network members, homeowners,
merchant network and suppliers who have
contributed to the production of this portfolio.
For full acknowledgement of the work shown
in this portfolio, please go to
www.talasey.co.uk/acknowledgements
All images included in this portfolio are
the copyright of Talasey Ltd. Unauthorised
reproduction of any image is forbidden unless
prior permission has been granted by
Talasey Ltd. Information is considered accurate
at the time of going to print, and Talasey Ltd
cannot be held responsible for any errors
or omissions. Photographs have been used
as a guide to product identification only and
may not be accurate in detail or colour and
there may be some colour variations between
photographs, compared to the actual product.
In the interest of product improvements, we
reserve the right to change colours, design
and specifications without prior notice.
Copyright 2021.
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LEGAL NOTICE
The information in this portfolio, on the
Talasey Ltd’s website, in a guide or any
document referred to herein (the “Materials”)
is for guidance purposes and intended to
assist you in your purchase and enjoyment
of the product. Talasey Ltd will have no
responsibility or liability, howsoever arising,
for reliance on the information provided in
the Materials. Talasey Ltd’s sole liability in
respect of any products shall be as outlined
in the terms and conditions of purchase
or in any express guarantee relating to the
product purchased. Any product guarantee
referenced in the Materials is subject to terms
and conditions. Whilst we work closely with
our partners, any arrangement you make or
advice you take from them will be subject to
your contract with them. Talasey Ltd has no
liability in respect of any act or omission of
any third party. Every effort has been taken
to ensure that the information contained in
the Materials is accurate, specifications and
tolerances will be as contained in your order
for the products, and may differ from those
stated in the Materials, particularly with
respect to natural materials, where colours
may differ from those illustrated.
Guidance provided by Talasey Ltd is generic
and advice should be sought in respect of
local environmental and building regulations
as applicable.

www.talasey.co.uk
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UNDERSTANDING
OUR PRODUCTS

SAMPLES

COLOURS

Talasey Ltd, Talasey House
Belton Road, Sandtoft
Doncaster DN8 5SX

Tel 0330 333 8030
Fax 0330 333 8040
Email info@talasey.co.uk

www.talasey.co.uk
Follow us on social media for inspiration
and the latest product announcements.

@talaseygroup
#InspiredByTalasey
Your local stockist

